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Abstract

Multipath Unicast and Multicast Video Communication

over Wireless Ad Hoc Networks

by

Wei Wei

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering-Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Avideh Zakhor, Chair

With the increase in the bandwidth of wireless channels and in the computational

power of mobile devices, video applications are expected to become available on wire-

less ad hoc networks in a near future. However there are many challenges for sup-

porting video communication over wireless ad hoc networks, e.g. the mobility of

wireless nodes, random packet loss due to channel error or collision and small band-

width, which make video communication over wireless ad hoc networks a challenging

proposition.

In this dissertation, we introduce new path diversity schemes in order to provide

robustness for both unicast and multicast video communication applications over

wireless ad hoc networks. We first propose a general architecture for multipath video

streaming over wireless ad hoc networks in order to increase the robustness of video

applications. This architecture includes a video encoder with error control, a traf-

fic allocator, which decides how to distribute video packets into multiple paths, a

multipath unicast/multicast routing protocol, and a rate control scheme.
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For the unicast case, we propose multipath streaming with two node-disjoint

paths, which have minimum concurrent Packet Drop Probability (PDP) among all

path pairs. This approach minimizes the probability of concurrent loss of all the de-

scriptions, thus optimizing the worst case Multiple Description Coding (MDC) video

quality over all times. We model the effects of interference between different wireless

links, and estimate the concurrent PDP of two node-disjoint paths. We show that the

above optimization is an NP-hard problem. Then we propose a heuristic PDP aware

multipath routing protocol based on our path selection model, whose performance

is shown to be close to that of the ”optimal routing”, and significantly better than

that of the node-disjoint multipath routing and the shortest-widest routing, through

extensive NS simulations and actual experiments.

For the multicast case, we propose multiple tree video multicast with MDC to

provide robustness for video multicast applications. Specifically, we first propose a

simple distributed protocol, Serial Multiple Disjoint Tree Multicast Routing (Serial

MDTMR). This scheme results in reasonable tree connectivity while maintaining dis-

jointness of two trees. In order to reduce the routing overhead and construction

delay of Serial MDTMR, we further propose Parallel Multiple Nearly-disjoint Trees

Multicast Routing (Parallel MNTMR), which constructs two nearly disjoint trees si-

multaneously in a distributed way. Simulation shows that video quality of multiple

tree multicast video communication is significantly higher than that of single tree mul-

ticast video communication, with similar routing overhead and forwarding efficiency.

Professor Avideh Zakhor
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless ad hoc networks are becoming increasingly popular as they provide users

access to information at anytime and from anywhere. Conventional wireless networks

are usually supported by a wired fixed infrastructure. A mobile device would connect

to a base station through a single-hop wireless connection. In contrast, a wireless ad

hoc network is a collection of wireless mobile nodes that dynamically form a temporary

network without an infrastructure. The nodes in a wireless ad hoc network connect

with each other via multi-hop paths in a peer-to-peer fashion. Intermediate nodes

between a communication pair act as information forwarder. Thus nodes in the

network operate both as end hosts and as routers. The nodes could be potentially

mobile, so the topology of the network may change randomly and unexpectedly.

With the increase in the bandwidth of wireless channels, and in the computa-

tional power of mobile devices, video applications are expected to become available

on wireless ad hoc networks in a near future. To understand the challenges of sup-

porting video applications over wireless ad hoc networks, in Section 1.1, we introduce

design issues, and review current routing protocols briefly. In Section 1.2, we analyze

main challenges of video streaming over wireless ad hoc networks. We introduce re-

1



lated works on multipath video streaming in Section 1.3, and summarize the thesis

contributions to video streaming over wireless ad hoc networks in Section 1.4.

1.1 Wireless Ad Hoc Networking

A wireless ad hoc network is a collection of wireless mobile nodes that dynamically

form a temporary network without an infrastructure. Figure 1.1 demonstrates a

typical wireless ad hoc network. There are nine nodes in the network. Two nodes,

which can not talk to each other directly, form a path consisting of several forwarding

nodes.

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

50

100

150

200

250

300

Figure 1.1. Demonstration of a wireless ad hoc network.

In designing a wireless ad hoc network, we need to consider the following issues

[1].

• Dynamic topology: The topology in a wireless ad hoc network may change

2



randomly due to nodes’ mobility. As nodes move in and out of the range of

each other, some links break and new links are created.

• Multi-hop paths: Nodes inside an ad hoc network are often not within direct

communication range. Thus the support of multi-hop paths is essential to the

design of an ad hoc network. Also because of multi-hop paths, the end-to-end

packet drop due to channel error is increased and the end-to-end throughput

is greatly decreased, compared to the single-hop infrastructure based wireless

networks.

• Unreliable wireless medium: The wireless communication medium has vari-

able and unpredictable characteristics. Due to varying environmental condi-

tions, such as different levels of electro-magnetic interference (EMI), the signal

strength and propagation delay fluctuate with respect to time and environment.

• Self-organizing: The ad hoc network must autonomously determine its own

configuration parameters including: addressing, routing, clustering, identifica-

tion, power control, and etc.

• Energy conservation: Most ad hoc nodes, e.g. laptops, PDAs and sensors,

have limited power supply, and can not generate power themselves. Thus energy

efficient protocols are critical for the longevity of the operation of the network.

• Scalability: Because of the extensive mobility and the lack of fixed infras-

tructure, pure ad hoc networks do not tolerate mobile IP or a fixed hierarchy

structure. Thus, mobility, jointly with large scale is one of the most critical

challenges in the design of ad hoc networks.

• Security: Because of the ability of the intruders to eavesdrop and jam/spoof

the channel, the security problem of ad hoc networks is severe.

3



• Connection to the Internet: Extending the infrastructure based wireless

networks opportunistically with ad hoc networks is also an important issue. For

instance, the reach of a wireless LAN can be extended to previously unreachable

area through ad hoc networking techniques.

As a result of the above issues, a wireless ad hoc network is prone to numerous

types of faults including:

• Transmission errors: Packets can be corrupted and dropped due to the un-

reliability of the wireless medium.

• Node failures: Nodes may fail at any time in the network. Nodes can also

drop out of the network either voluntarily or when their energy is depleted.

• Link failures: Node failures and varying environmental conditions, e.g. in-

creasing level of EMI, can cause links between two nodes broken. Both node

and link failures can break a route, causing packet drop.

• Congestion: Depending on the topology of the network and the traffic flows,

certain areas of the network can be congested, causing longer delays or packet

loss.

Routing is one of the most significant challenges in designing wireless ad hoc

networks, and is essential for the basic network operations. There is a great deal of

research on designing routing protocols in wireless ad hoc networks. Here, we briefly

review several popular unicast and multicast routing protocols.

Based on the way of building and maintaining routes, unicast routing protocols

can be classified as proactive routing, on-demand routing, and hybrid routing. Proac-

tive routing protocols maintain routes between all pairs of nodes regardless of whether
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these routes are actually used. Therefore, when the need arises, the traffic source al-

ready has a route available, thur reducing the delay for route discovery. Destination-

Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) [2] is one of the earliest protocols designed for

wireless ad hoc networks. The main idea in DSDV is the use of destination sequence

numbers to avoid loops in the route. Each node maintains a monotonically increas-

ing sequence number for itself, and the highest known sequence number for each

destination. These sequence numbers are used to determine the relative freshness

of distance information generated by two nodes for the same destination. Routing

loops are prevented by requiring destination sequence numbers along any valid route

to monotonically increase toward the destination. Optimized Link State Routing

(OLSR) [3] is an optimized version of traditional link state protocols such as Open

Shortest Path First (OSPF) [4]. It uses the concept of MultiPoint Relay (MPR) to

efficiently disseminate link state updates across the network. The main idea of MPR

is that each node selects a small subset of its neighbors as MPRs, which are sufficient

to cover its two hop neighborhood. When a node broadcasts the link state update

packet, only the MPRs of the node rebroadcast the packet, and their MPRs rebroad-

cast and so on. Moreover, link state updates contain only the links between MPR

nodes and their selectors in order to reduce the update size. Thus OLSR greatly

reduces the control overhead compared to its wired peer OSPF.

Another category of routing protocols is on-demand (reactive) routing. On-

demand routing protocols only build and maintain routes required by sources. The

main advantage of on-demand routing is lower routing cost, since it does not need to

maintain all the routes. However, data packets experience extra delay at the source

during the initialization stage. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [5][6] is characterized

by the use of source routing. The sender knows the complete end-to-end route to the

destination. Data packets carry the source route in the packet header. When a node

wants to send a data packet to a destination, if the sender does not know the route, it
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starts a route discovery process by broadcasting a Route Query (RREQ) packet to the

network. Each node rebroadcasts a non-duplicate received RREQ packet, unless it is

the destination or it has a route in its route cache. Such a node replies to the request

through unicasting a Route Reply (RREP) packet back to the sender. If any link in

the route is broken, a Route Error packet is generated, and is sent back to the sender.

The source will initiate a new route discovery process after receiving the Route Error

packet. Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [7] uses route discovery process

similar to DSR to gather routing information and build routes. Unlike DSR, AODV

uses traditional routing tables, one entry per destination to store routes. Without

using source routing, AODV uses routing table entries to route data packets to the

destination. AODV also uses destination sequence numbers as in DSDV [2] in order

to prevent routing loops and determine the freshness of routing information.

Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [8] is a hybrid approach between proactive and

reactive protocols. ZRP defines a zone for each node X, which includes all the nodes

that are within a certain distance, zone radius, around the node X. Nodes that are

exactly zone radius distance away from node X are called border nodes of X’s zone.

A proactive link state protocol is used to keep every node aware of the complete

topology within its zone. When a node X needs to obtain a route to another node Y

that is not in the zone, it initiates a route discovery process, which works similar to

flooding except that it involves only X’s border nodes and their border nodes and so

on. Route query messages accumulate the traversed route on its way outward from

X. When the query reaches a border node which is in the destination Y’s zone, the

border node sends back a reply packet to the sender using the obtained route from

the query.

Location-based routing [9][10] is a different routing approach that utilizes geo-

graphic location of nodes. Location-based routing protocols assume that each node

knows its own location by using the global positioning system (GPS) or some indi-
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rect, localization techniques. Every node learns positions of its immediate neighbors

by exchanging periodical Hello message. Location-Aided Routing (LAR) [9] uses an

estimate of destination’s location to restrict the flood to a small region in order to

reduce control overhead. The source floods a route request packet by including its

estimate of destination’s location and its estimated distance to the destination in the

request. Neighboring nodes calculate their distance to the destination after receiving

the route request packet. Those nodes with a smaller estimated distance to the des-

tination node forward the request packet further until the request packet reaches the

destination node.

The routing protocols discussed above use minimum hop counts as a metric to

build routes. However shortest path is generally not optimal in terms of throughput

because the links along a shortest path might not necessarily have high quality. D. De

Couto, et al. [11] have proposed a new routing metric called Expected Transmission

Count (ETX). The ETX metric measures the expected number of transmissions, in-

cluding retransmissions, needed to send a unicast packet across a link. The path met-

ric is the sum of the ETX values for each link along the path. Based on ETX, Draves,

et al. [12][13] propose Weighted Cumulative Expected Transmission Time (WCETT)

as a metric to select a path in a multiple channel multihop wireless network. The

WCETT considers link bandwidth, channel loss rate, and channel diversity.

Most proposed wireless ad hoc routing protocols are unipath protocols, which

only use a single path to send packets to the destination. In contrast, multi-path

routing protocols build multiple routes at the same time between the source and the

destination nodes. There are several advantages to multi-path routing protocols.

• Fault tolerance: When a link is broken, alternative routes can be used to route

the packets.
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• Load balancing: We can distribute traffic over multiple routes, balancing traffic

load among the network.

• Higher aggregate bandwidth: It is possible to use multiple paths simultaneously

to transmit packets, resulting in a larger aggregate bandwidth than a single

path.

Split Multipath Routing (SMR) is one of the best known multipath extensions to

DSR [14][15]. SMR is similar to DSR, and is used to construct maximally disjoint

paths. It uses a modified RREQ packets flooding scheme in the process of route query.

Duplicate RREQs are not necessarily discarded. Instead, intermediate nodes forward

RREQs that are received through a different incoming link, and whose hop counts

are not larger than the previously received RREQs. By doing this, SMR increases

the probability of two disjoint paths to the destination. Unlike DSR, intermediate

nodes do not keep a route cache, and do not reply to RREQs. This is to allow

the destination to receive all the routes so that it can select the maximally disjoint

paths. Maximally disjoint paths have as few links or nodes in common as possible.

The destination node returns the shortest path and another path that is maximally

disjoint with the shortest path to the source node.

Two Multipath extensions of DSR (MDSR) are proposed in [16]. The main objec-

tive of MDSR is to increase the interval between route queries using multiple paths,

thus reducing routing overhead. However it continues to use route query method of

DSR, which only obtains highly correlated paths. Several path selection criteria for

building multiple paths are proposed in [17]. The criteria include node-disjointness,

small length differences between the primary path and the alternative paths, and

small correlation factors between any two of the multiple paths.

AOMDV [18] is an extension of AODV for building multiple loop-free and link-

disjoint paths. To keep track of multiple routes, the routing entries for each desti-
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nation contain a list of the next-hops along with the corresponding hop counts. For

each destination, a node maintains the advertised hop count, which is defined as the

maximum hop count for all the paths. To ensure loop free paths, a node only accepts

an alternate path to the destination if it has a lower hop count than the advertised

hop count. In [20], the authors discuss more issues regarding to multipath routing

over wireless ad hoc networks.

Multicast is an essential technology for many applications, such as group video

conferencing and video distribution, and results in bandwidth savings as compared to

multiple unicast sessions. Due to the inherent broadcast nature of wireless networks,

multicast over wireless ad hoc networks can be potentially more efficient than over

wired networks [19]. However since nodes could move around freely and rapidly,

the network topology changes frequently, making wireless ad hoc multicasting more

challenging than its wireline Internet counterpart. Thus the primary goal of ad hoc

multicast protocols should be able to construct and maintain a robust and efficient

multicast tree even during high network dynamics. In the following, we will introduce

a few proposed multicast routing protocols [20-29].

The On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol(ODMRP) [22][23] builds multicast

mesh through periodically flooding the network with control packets to create and

maintain the forwarding state of each node, when the source has packets to send. It

takes advantage of the broadcast nature of the wireless network by forwarding group

flooding, which provides a certain amount of diversity. By flooding a Join Query (JQ)

message, a source node starts building a forwarding group for the multicast group.

When a node receives a non-duplicate JQ message, it stores the upstream node ID

and rebroadcasts the packet. when the JQ message reaches a multicast receiver,

the receiver sends back a Join Reply (JR) message back to the sender along the

reverse path traversed by the JQ message. Multicast sources refresh the membership

information and update the routes by sending JQ messages periodically. A mesh
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structure is equivalent to a tree structure with tree flood enabled[24]. In the remainder

of this thesis, we refer to ODMRP as a single tree multicast protocol.

The Adaptive Demand-Driven Multicast Routing (ADMR) [24] attempts to re-

duce non-on-demand components within the protocol as much as possible. ADMR

uses no periodic network-wide floods of control packets, periodic neighbor sensing,

nor periodic routing table exchanges. In ADMR, forwarding state is specific to each

sender rather than being shared by the entire multicast group. This approach reduces

unnecessary forwarding data redundancy. There is also a local subtree repair scheme

to detect broken link by downstream node in ADMR.

The Adaptive Core Multicast Routing Protocol (ACMRP) [25] is an on-demand

core-based multicast routing protocol that is based on a multicast mesh. A multicast

mesh is created and maintained by the periodic flooding of the adaptive core. A core

emerges on demand and changes adaptively according to the current network toplogy.

This scheme outperforms ODMRP in multi-source scenarios.

Multicast Core-Extraction Distributed Ad Hoc Routing (MCEDAR) [26] classifies

nodes in the network into two groups: a core node or an immediate neighbor of a core.

MCEDAR uses a mesh structure called the mgraph as the multicast routing structure.

Only the core nodes can become members of an mgraph. When a node wants to join

a group, it requires its dominating core to join the mgraph. The dominating core

then performs the join operation by broadcasting a JQ message. The JQ message is

relayed by the non-member nodes. When a group member receives a JQ message,

it sends back a JR message. The forwarding protocol of MCEDAR follows the core

broadcast procedure. When a data packet arrives at a mgraph member, the member

only forwards the packet to those nearby core nodes on the mgraph. This procedure

is more efficient than the hop-by-hop flooding.

Differential Destination Multicast (DDM) [27] is intended for small group multi-
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cast. DDM includes the forwarding states in the packet header rather than intermedi-

ate nodes. From the information carried in the packet headers, any intermediate node

knows how to forward or duplicate the packet. Although packing routing information

together with data traffic enlarges data packet size, it reduces the total number of

control packets generated by the protocol. Besides, when the group is idle, there is

no control overhead. DDM is more suitable when the multicast source only sends

out sporadic packets, and is not suitable for video multicast source, which transmits

video packets all the time.

Ad-hoc Multicast Routing Protocol(AMRoute) [28] creates a per group multicast

distribution tree using unicast tunnels connecting group members. Each group in the

network has at least one logical core that is responsible for discovering new group

members and creating/maintaining the multicast tree. There are two main phases in

the protocol operations: mesh creation and tree creation. During the mesh creation

stage, all the members for the same multicast group discover the existence of each

other and select one core for the group. The core is responsible for initiating the tree

creation process by sending out periodic TREE-CREATE messages. Group members

receiving non-duplicate TREE-CREATE messages forward them on all mesh links

except the incoming one, and mark the incoming and outgoing links as tree links.

AMRoute operates independent of the underlying unicast protocols.

The Independent-Tree Ad Hoc Multicast Routing (ITAMAR) [29] creates multiple

multicast trees based on different metrics in a centralized way. ITAMAR constructs

multiple edge disjoint or nearly disjoint trees. The main objective of this protocol

is to improve the average time between multicast trees failures. The algorithms are

basically based on Dijkstra SPF algorithm, which is a centralized approach, and

requires knowledge of network topology. One possible problem of ITAMAR is that

routing overhead might be very large in order to get enough information about the
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network to build multiple trees, and the authors only show how ITAMAR works based

on perfect network information.

1.2 Challenges of Video Streaming over Wireless

Ad Hoc Networks

Video communication applications have been important for wired networks, such

as the Internet, for quite some time. However, with the development of broadband

wireless networks, attention has only recently turned to transmitting video over wire-

less networks, especially over wireless ad hoc networks. With the increase in the

bandwidth of wireless channels, and in the computational power of mobile devices,

video applications are expected to become available on wireless ad hoc networks in a

near future. There are many possible video communication applications over wireless

ad hoc networks, such as spontaneous video conferencing in a place without wireless

infrastructure, transmitting video on the battlefield, and search and rescue operations

after a disaster.

Video communication is fundamentally different from data communication, since

video applications are delay and loss sensitive. Even though some packet loss is

tolerable, the quality of reconstructed video or audio will be impaired and errors

will propagate to consecutive frames because of the dependency introduced among

frames belonging to one group of pictures at the encoder [32].Unlike data packets,

late arriving video packets are useless to the video decoder. Thus, the retransmis-

sion techniques, which guarantee the successful transmission of data packets, are not

applicable to video communication applications.

There are additional challenges for supporting video communication over wireless

ad hoc networks. First, nodes in a wireless ad hoc network are allowed to move in an
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uncontrolled manner. Such node mobility results in a highly dynamic network with

rapid topological changes. Thus the established connection routes between senders

and receivers are likely to be broken during video transmission, causing interruptions,

freezes, or jerkiness in the received video signal. Second, the underlying wireless

channel provides much lower and more variable bandwidth than wired networks.

An end-to-end connection route in wireless ad hoc networks generally consists of

multiple wireless links, which makes the available bandwidth per node even lower.

Third, a wireless link usually has high transmission error rate because of shadowing,

fading, path loss, and interference from other transmitting users. An end-to-end route

in wireless ad hoc networks has higher error rate compared to single hop wireless

connections in a wireless network with an infrastructure, since it is the concatenation

of multiple wireless links. Fourth, mobile devices running on batteries have limited

energy supply, and video encoding and transmission typically consume a great deal

of power. These constraints and challenges, in combination with the delay and loss

sensitive nature of video applications, make video communication over wireless ad

hoc networks a challenging problem.

1.3 Related Work on Video Streaming with Path

Diversity

Path diversity has been shown to provide robustness in video communication ap-

plications [33][34][35]. The existence of multiple paths between each communication

pair is likely due to the mesh topology of ad hoc networks. Given multiple paths,

video streams can be divided into different substreams, which can be transmitted

over different paths simultaneously. If multiple paths are disjoint, each substream

experiences relatively independent packet loss. Thus received video quality can be
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improved with appropriate video coding and packet dispersion techniques. Connec-

tivity of multiple paths is much less likely to be broken than that of a single path

in wireless ad hoc networks. Path diversity can also be exploited to reduce the con-

gestion level of wireless ad hoc networks [36]. In this section, we will review existing

schemes which transmit video with path diversity.

1.3.1 Multipath Video Streaming over Wired Networks

Nguyen and Zakhor [37] propose a framework for simultaneous streaming of video

from multiple mirror sites to a single receiver, in order to increase available bandwidth,

and to reduce packet loss and delay. The receiver coordinates simultaneous transmis-

sions from multiple senders through the control packets sent to all the senders. The

proposed protocol employs a rate allocation scheme, which determines the sending

rate on each route, and a packet partition algorithm, which guarantees that each

packet is sent only once. In [38], Nguyen and Zakhor extend the rate allocation algo-

rithm to incorporate Forward Error Correction (FEC) to combat bursty packet loss.

They show that the combination of FEC and multiple paths is more effective than

using FEC with a single path over wireline Internet. They also propose the optimal

strategy for using FEC under various network conditions. In [39], Nguyen and Zakhor

propose a path diversity system that allows a single sender to send packets simulta-

neously on both a default and a redundant path to the receiver using the overlay

network technique.

In [33], Apostolopoulos proposes a multiple state video coding technique to encode

the video into multiple independently decodable streams, and to explicitly transmit

different streams through different network paths in wireline networks. The author

also proposes two ways of constructing multiple paths in the wireline Internet. The

first one is via IP source routing, and the other one is via relay nodes. In [40], the
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authors design a Multiple Description Coding (MDC) video communication system

that is effective in both balanced and unbalanced cases. Unbalanced MDC video

streams are created by adjusting the frame rate of each description. In [41], the

authors develop models to predict and compare the distortion of MDC video and

path diversity against Single Description Coding (SDC) over a single path. In Content

Delivery Networks (CDN), the authors in [42] propose to distribute different streams

of MDC video from different edge servers, which is equivalent to transmitting MDC

video through different network paths.

In [61], Chakareski, et al. compare performance of transmission of MDC video

and layered coding over both a single path and multiple paths in the wireline Inter-

net. They conclude that when rate-distortion optimized packet scheduling is applied,

layered coding outperforms MDC video. On the other hand, when there is no such

packet scheduling, MDC video outperforms layered coding.

Begen, et al. [43] study how to select multiple paths that maximize the average

quality of video at clients on Internet overlay networks. The optimization problem

of [43] is NP-hard, which is intractable in large topologies. Thus the authors in

[44] provide a fast heuristic, which reduces the computation by exploiting the infras-

tructure features of the Internet. Mao et al. [45] further propose a meta-heuristic

approach based on Genetic Algorithms to solve the above path selection problem.

However these approaches are too complex to be performed in real-time. Also the

model considers neither the interference of flows on neighboring links, nor the influ-

ence of the incoming video flow on the characteristics of links; this is not appropriate

in current wireless ad hoc networks, because a new video flow generally consumes a

large percentage of wireless resource, thus changing characteristics of wireless links

significantly.

In [46], the authors select two paths with minimal correlation for MDC streaming
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over Internet overlay networks. In [47], Chen, et al. present a multipath heuristic,

which achieves the end-to-end bandwidth requirement of a video application. The

authors also propose a data scheduling algorithm, implemented at the server, which

achieves theoretical minimum end-to-end delay. The authors in [48] have proposed

a rate allocation algorithm for MDC combined with path diversity to minimize the

overall distortion based on the estimated available bandwidth and packet loss rate.

In [57], Liang, et al. propose Internet video transmission using path diversity and

rate-distortion optimized reference picture selection.

Multicasting MDC video through multiple trees was first discussed in CoopNet

[49] in the context of video multicast over peer-to-peer networks to prevent web servers

from being overwhelmed by large number of requests. CoopNet uses a centralized tree

management scheme, whereby each tree link is only a logical link, consisting of several

physical links, and as such, is very inefficient in wireless ad hoc networks. Thus the

approaches used in CoopNet are not suitable for video multicast over wireless ad

hoc networks. Bansal and Zakhor [50][51] propose to stream multicast video over the

Internet through multicast k-DAGs, which are Directed Acyclic Graphs in which each

receiver has k parents. Similar to the unicast case, by streaming video from multiple

parents, losses among various paths are not correlated, reducing the burstiness of lost

packets, therefore improving the effectiveness of FEC. The authors also present a rate

allocation and packet partitioning algorithm to adjust sending rates from each parent

based on the loss characteristics of each path, in order to minimize the overall loss at

the receiver.

1.3.2 Multipath Video Streaming over Wireless Networks

In [52], the authors propose to transmit layered video coding over multiple paths in

wireless ad hoc networks. In their scheme, base layer and enhancement layer packets
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are transmitted over different paths. Base layer packets are protected by automatic

repeat request (ARQ). A lost base layer packet is retransmitted through the path

where enhancement layer packets are transmitted. The authors in [53][54] propose to

transmit different MDC substreams over different paths in wireless ad hoc networks.

In [55], the authors compare the performance of transmitting MDC video and layered

coding video over multiple paths. They conclude that when retransmission is not

allowed, MDC outperforms layered coding. When retransmission is allowed, if the

loss rate in two paths are similar, performance of MDC is similar to that of layered

coding with ARQ, and when the loss rate of two paths are different, performance of

MDC is worse than that of layered coding with ARQ.

In [36][59], Setton, et al. develop a congestion-optimized multipath routing al-

gorithm, which finds multiple routes and performs optimal traffic partitioning to

minimize a global congestion measure. In [60], Zhu and Girod propose a distributed

algorithm to achieve congestion-minimized multipath routing. In [58], Zhu, et al. pro-

pose a rate allocation scheme to optimize the expected received video quality based on

models of encoder’s rate-distortion performance and network’s rate-congestion trade-

offs. However the traffic model used in the above papers assumes that all nodes

transmit simultaneously, and the capacity of each link is decided by the Signal Inter-

ference Noise Ratio (SINR). This model is different from the flow model decided by

802.11 MAC layer protocol, which is commonly used in wireless ad hoc networks.

In [62], Man and Li propose to distribute layered coding over multiple paths in

wireless ad hoc networks. The authors give base layer packets higher priority over

enhancement layer packets to improve the overall system performance. In [63], Miu,

et al. try to enhance low latency video communication over wireless LANs by sending

video through multiple Access Points (AP). They exploit the schemes which use

multiple paths simultaneously or switch between multiple paths based on channel

condition. Further in [64], Miu, et al. propose a fine-grained client-specific path
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selection scheme among a set of neighboring APs. The scheme attempts to choose

an AP based on short-term frame delivery statistics, with the goal of adapting to

short-term variations using path diversity.

In [56], the authors propose a genetic algorithm based solution for multiple tree

multicast streaming over wireless ad hoc networks, assuming that (a) they obtain each

link’s characteristics, and (b) consecutive links’ packet loss rates are independent. The

proposed scheme in [56] is too complicated to implement in practice.

1.4 Thesis Contributions and Outline

In this dissertation, we design and develop a framework for multipath unicast and

multicast video streaming over wireless ad hoc networks. Transmitting video streams

through multiple paths combats unpredictable packet loss in wireless ad hoc networks.

Given multiple paths, a video stream can be divided into different substreams, which

can be transmitted over different paths simultaneously. With careful design, each

substream can experience relatively independent packet loss this way. The receiver

can still achieve acceptable video quality with a portion of video packets received.

Our proposed framework combines approaches from network routing protocols to

video error control schemes in order to improve the quality of received video.

In Chapter 2, we present the general architecture for multipath video streaming

over wireless ad hoc networks. There are four main components in the architec-

ture: a video encoder with error control schemes, a traffic allocator, a multipath

unicast/multicast routing, and a rate control scheme. Within this framework, we

propose Robust MultiPath Source Routing (RMPSR) to support multipath stream-

ing. RMPSR builds and maintains multiple nearly disjoint route sets for the video

communication. RMPSR uses alternative sub-routes of each route set to salvage pack-
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ets dropped in the middle of the network. We examine the performance of RMPSR

through extensive NS simulations.

One main disadvantage of RMRSR is that it does not consider the interference

between node disjoint paths. In Chapter 3, we propose a multipath routing protocol,

which selects two node-disjoint paths with minimum concurrent Packet Drop Prob-

ability (PDP) of all path pairs. The proposed protocol both optimizes the worst

case video quality of MDC streaming and improves performance of video streaming

with FEC. We propose a model to estimate the concurrent PDP of two node-disjoint

paths, given an estimate of cross traffic flows’ rates, and bit rate of the video flow.

We show that the above optimization is an NP-hard problem. We then propose a

heuristic PDP aware multipath routing protocol based on our model. The proposed

protocol obtains a path with approximately minimum PDP as the first path. After

updating all the link metrics of the network graph, such as flow rate, the protocol

finds the second path with approximately minimum PDP based on the new graph.

The performance of the proposed scheme is shown to be close to that of the ”optimal

routing”, and significantly better than that of the node-disjoint multipath routing and

the shortest-widest routing through extensive NS simulations and actual experiments.

In Chapter 4, we study the problem of multicast streaming. We first show that for

a given tree connectivity level, the difference between node densities required for single

and double tree schemes is small. Thus building multiple trees does not significantly

increase the cost of network deployment. We then propose a simple serial Multiple

Disjoint Tree Multicast Routing (Serial MDTMR) protocol, which constructs two

disjoint multicast trees sequentially in a distributed way, to facilitate multiple tree

video multicast. This scheme results in reasonable tree connectivity while maintaining

disjointness of two trees. However Serial MDTMR has a larger routing overhead and

construction delay than conventional single tree multicast routing protocols, as it

constructs the trees in a sequential manner. To alleviate these drawbacks, we further
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propose parallel multiple nearly-disjoint trees multicast routing (Parallel MNTMR)

in which nearly disjoint trees are constructed in parallel, and in a distributed way.

Using the Parallel MNTMR, each receiver is able to always connect to two trees,

regardless of the node density. Simulations show that multiple tree video multicast

with both Serial MDTMR and Parallel MNTMR improve video quality significantly

compared to single tree video multicast; at the same time routing overhead and

construction delay of Parallel MNTMR is significantly lower than Serial MDTMR,

and is approximately the same as that of a single tree multicast protocol.
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Chapter 2

The Framework for Multipath

Video Streaming over Wireless Ad

Hoc Networks

2.1 Motivation

From the discussion in the first chapter, it can be concluded that supporting

video applications in wireless ad hoc networks is a challenging task. A wireless ad

hoc network lacks infrastructure, resulting in frequent route breakage as the nodes

move. A path in a wireless ad hoc network generally consists of multiple wireless

links, which has higher packet losses and smaller throughput, compared to single

hop paths. To make it more challenging, video applications generally have stringent

bandwidth, loss, delay, and delay jitter requirements. Thus it is hard to maintain

an end-to-end route in wireless ad hoc networks, which is stable, error-free, and has

sufficient bandwidth to support video applications.

In order to increase the robustness of video applications, we propose to transmit
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video over wireless ad hoc networks through multiple paths instead. Given multiple

paths, a video stream can be divided into different substreams, which can be trans-

mitted over different paths simultaneously. With careful design, each substream can

experience relatively independent packet loss. The receiver can achieve acceptable

video quality when only receiving a portion of video packets. Using multiple paths

can also potentially increase the aggregate end-to-end throughput for video applica-

tions.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce a

general architecture for multipath video streaming over wireless ad hoc networks. In

Section 2.3, we introduce RMPSR, which uses node-disjointness as a metric to build

multiple paths. We show simulation results of RMPSR in Section 2.4, and conclude

this chapter in Section 2.5.

2.2 The General Architecture

The general architecture for multipath video streaming over wireless ad hoc net-

works is shown in Figure 2.1. There are four main components in the architecture:

a video encoder with error control, a traffic allocator, a multipath unicast/multicast

routing protocol, and a rate control scheme.

The video encoder with error control generates video stream with protection to be

transmitted over the wireless ad hoc network. Multiple Description Coding (MDC)

and Forward Error Correction (FEC) are two common error control schemes for video

applications. The basic idea behind MDC is to generate multiple compressed descrip-

tions of the media in such a way that a reasonable reconstruction is achieved if any one

of the multiple description is available for decoding, and the reconstruction quality

is improved if more descriptions are available [65][67]. The main advantage of MDC
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Figure 2.1. The General Architecture of Multipath Video Streaming over Wireless
Ad Hoc Networks.

over layered coding is that no one specific description is needed in order to render

the remaining descriptions useful. However, there is a penalty in coding efficiency

in using MDC as compared to Single Description Coding (SDC). Specifically, for a

given visual quality, the bit rate needed for MDC exceeds that of SDC depending

on the number of descriptions. An excellent overview of the theoretical bounds and

proposed MDC algorithms can be found in [68]. Because all the descriptions of MDC

are equally important, it is not necessary to protect one stream over another. Also,

because each description alone can provide a low but acceptable quality, no retrans-

mission is required, making MDC more suitable for applications with stringent delay

requirements, e.g. interactive video applications.

The basic idea behind FEC is to use redundant information to recover lost or

corrupted information. A common class of FEC techniques is erasure codes [69].
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Erasure codes assume that the receiver knows the exact location of lost packets. The

receiver can detect the location of the lost packets using packet sequence number.

In a typical erasure code technique, the sender encodes redundant packets before

sending both the original and redundant packets. The receiver can reconstruct the

original packets if it receives a certain fraction of total packets. Reed-Solomon (N,K)

code, one well-known erasure code, takes K original packets, and generates (N −K)

redundant packets, resulting in N total packets. As long as the receiver receives K or

more packets out of N packets, all of the K original packets can be recovered. One

disadvantage of FEC is that the resulting video bitrate is larger than the original

bitrate, because of redundant packets. Also, compared to MDC, FEC requires a

longer delay, since the receiver has to receive at least K packets to recover the lost

packet.

Traffic allocator decides how to distribute video packets into multiple paths in

order to maximize the received video quality. For MDC video, since different de-

scriptions are equally important, we simply distribute packets representing different

descriptions into different paths. For FEC video, given a set of paths, it is possible

to extend techniques proposed in [38] to wireless ad hoc networks.

The problem addressed by multipath unicast/multicast routing protocols in the

architecture is how to build multiple paths/trees, in order to maximize the received

video quality at the receive side. The key issue for the success of multipath streaming

is to make packet drop over multiple paths as uncorrelated as possible. One natural

metric for selecting multiple paths is to require them to be node disjoint, which means

that there are no shared middle nodes among multiple paths. Packet drop due to link

failure or path breakage caused by nodes’ movement are independent among node

disjoint paths. A more complicated metric is to minimize the concurrent PDP among

multiple paths, in order to maximize the worst case video quality.
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Due to the varying channel conditions and varying cross traffic flows, the available

bandwidth for video applications varies from time to time. Thus a rate control scheme,

which adjusts video sending rate according to channel condition and cross traffic flows,

is a necessary component in the architecture. We propose a simple rate control scheme

in Chapter 3, which follows the design philosophy of Additive Increase Multiplicative

Decrease (AIMD) [83].

2.3 Robust Multipath Source Routing (RMPSR)

In this section, we propose RMPSR [74], which uses node-disjointness as a metric

to build multiple paths in a wireless ad hoc networks. Packet drop due to channel

error or node movement over two node-disjoint paths is assumed to be uncorrelated.

RMPSR is a multipath extension to DSR [73]. RMPSR utilizes desirable features

of other multipath routing approaches, and applies several new rules to address re-

quirements of video applications. To describe RMPSR, we need to introduce two

definitions first.

Definition 2.1: Two routes are nearly disjoint, if the ratio of the number of shared

nodes to the number of the nodes of the shorter route is smaller than a prespecified

threshold value.

Definition 2.2: As illustrated in Figure 2.2, a route set consists of one primary

route, shown in solid arrows, and several alternative routes, shown in dotted arrows.

The primary route connects the source node and the destination node; alternative

routes connect intermediate nodes and the destination node. An alternative route and

the corresponding subroute of the primary route, which connects the same starting

node of the alternative route to the receiver, are required to be nearly disjoint. Two

route sets are nearly disjoint, if corresponding primary routes are nearly disjoint.
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Figure 2.2. An illustration of the design goal of RMPSR.

To provide robustness for video applications, RMPSR builds and maintains mul-

tiple nearly disjoint route sets for the video communication almost all the time.

Similar to DSR[73] and SMR[14], we also use an on-demand source routing ap-

proach. The reasons for choosing source routing are that (a) it has been shown to

outperform table based approaches in many scenarios[72], and (b) it is convenient

to build multiple disjoint route sets using source routing, since the destination node

knows the entire path of all the available routes.

When a source needs to establish routes to a destination, it originates a route

discovery process. Route discovery process typically involves a network-wide flood

of Route Query (RREQ) packets targeting the destination, and the return of Route

REPly (RREP) packets from the destination. In DSR protocol, duplicate copies of the

RREQ packet at the intermediate nodes are discarded. Although this approach can
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minimize the number of RREQ packets for one route discovery process, it also reduces

the probability of discovering multiple disjoint routes[14][17]. In order to increase the

probability of discovering multiple disjoint routes, while keeping the number of RREQ

packets small, we use a modified form of the RREQ packet forwarding scheme in [17].

When an intermediate node receives a Route Query (RREQ) packet, it forwards the

packet, if the packet is not duplicate or the path included in this packet is disjoint

with paths included in previous RREQ packets and the hop count of the path is not

larger than hop counts of previous paths. This approach increases the probability of

discovering multiple disjoint routes at the expense of an increase in control overhead.

We choose to construct route sets at the destination node. There are two route

caches in the destination node. After receiving the first RREQ packet, the destination

records the route carried in the packet in both cache 1 and cache 2, and sends back the

route as a primary route to the source node. Thus the route discovery latency required

by the nature of on-demand routing protocols is minimized, which is important for

video applications. For a short period of time after this, when the destination receives

a new RREQ packet, it first puts the route into cache 2, then it returns the route as

a primary route to the source node and records it into cache 1, if the route is nearly

disjoint to all the primary routes in cache 1. After the destination has waited for the

certain amount of time, it stops receiving newly arriving RREQ packets in this round,

and computes alternative routes for subroutes of every primary route in cache 1 based

on route information in cache 2. The scheme does not require the alternative route

to be disjoint with subroutes of other primary routes though, since these alternative

routes are only used to salvage packets. Thus, although not all the subroutes are

guaranteed to have an alternative route, this scheme maximizes the probability of

finding an alternative route for every subroute. Then the destination node returns all

the alternative routes to corresponding intermediate nodes. In our implementation,

we set the waiting time to be 100 ms.
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Our proposed RMPSR uses a per-packet allocation scheme to distribute video

packets over two primary routes of two route sets. When one transmitting primary

route is broken, the intermediate node that corresponds to the broken link will send a

Route ERRor (RERR) packet to the source node. Upon receiving the RERR packet,

the source node removes the broken primary route from its route cache, and switches

the transmission to another primary route.

To support video applications better, we further introduce three new schemes.

1. When the transmission route is broken, alternative routes in the same route

set are used to salvage mid-way packets. Unlike traditional salvaging schemes,

rather than transmitting new packets, alternative routes are only used for sal-

vaging ongoing packets. The reason is that routes in the same route set are

correlated, so if the primary route is broken, it is likely that alternative routes

have been broken or will be broken shortly. Thus in order to avoid further

loss of future packets, the transmission is switched to another primary route as

soon as the transmitting primary route is broken. When salvaging a packet,

the number of times that it has been salvaged is maintained in the packet, to

prevent a packet from being salvaged indefinitely . Since video packets have

strict time deadlines to arrive at the destination, the maximum salvage number

should be set to a small number, which is two in our implementation.

2. RMPSR triggers new route request process before the connectivity is entirely

lost in order to reduce the number of temporary network outages during the

transmission. In our implementation, the protocol triggers new route request

process when there is only one primary route left in the route cache of the

sender. Since each temporary network outage may cause a ”freeze” in video

playback, this scheme enhances the performance of video at the expense of

additional control overhead.
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3. Similar to other multipath extensions, RMPSR increases the probability of dis-

covering multiple disjoint routes at the expense of an increase in control over-

head. To alleviate the impact of routing overhead on the network, both RMPSR

and DSR are deployed at each node with different classes of traffic being han-

dled by different routing protocols. Video traffic is given higher priority using

RMRSR, while other traffic is given lower priority using DSR. This scheme helps

to lower the overall routing overhead, and to maintain high quality of video ap-

plications when the amount of other data traffic in the network increases.

RMPSR has several advantages. First, it builds nearly node disjoint route sets

for video applications, which makes packet drop due to channel error, link failure

and route breakage uncorrelated. This property enhances the effectiveness of FEC

[38], since the average length of burstiness is decreased. It also enhances the worst

case video quality of MDC, since the probability that both descriptions are dropped

is reduced. Second, the salvaging performed by sub-routes further reduces the num-

ber of dropped packets because of link failure and route breakage. Third, RMPSR

can act similar to the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [75] by assigning higher and

lower priority video applications with different routing protocols, thus maintaining

high video quality with a low overall routing overhead. Last but not least, RMPSR is

very simple. It is easy to implement RMPSR in a real world wireless ad hoc network

testbed. One main disadvantage of RMRSR is that it does not consider the inter-

ference between node disjoint paths. As such, packet drop due to congestion is still

correlated. Networking scenarios in which packet drop is primarily due to congestion,

RMPSR does not significantly outperform other protocols. We will address this issue

shortly in Chapter 3.
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2.4 Simulation Results

In this section, we show the effectiveness of RMPSR through extensive NS simu-

lations. We show that RMPSR improves both the performance of interactive video

applications with MDC and video on demand applications with FEC.

2.4.1 Performance evaluation for interactive video applica-

tions

In this section, we test the performance of interactive video applications with

MDC using RMPSR. Each packet of an interactive video application has a strict

delay constraint. If a video packet arrives later than its deadline, it is useless to

the decoder. As such, it is desirable to drop late packets at the sender or in the

middle nodes rather than attempt to transmit them after the deadline has passed. So

techniques based on retransmission are unsuitable for interactive video applications,

as they both increase the delay.

We use a simulation model based on NS-2 [76]. The Monarch research group in

CMU has extended the NS-2 network simulator to include physical layer, link layer

and MAC layer models to support multi-hop wireless network simulations [72]. The

distributed coordination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 for wireless LANs is used as

the MAC layer. The radio model is based on the Lucent/Agere WaveLAN/OriNOCO

IEEE 802.11 product, which is a shared-media radio with a transmission rate of 2

Mbps, and a radio range of 250 meters. A detailed description of the simulation

environment and the models is available in [72].

The random waypoint model [72] is used to model mobility. Each node starts

its journey from a random location to a random destination with a randomly chosen

speed, which is uniformly distributed between 0 and maximum speed. Once the
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destination is reached, another random destination is targeted after a pause. We only

consider the continuous mobility case. To change the mobility level of the network,

we vary the maximum speed from 0 m/s to 15 m/s, i.e. from a static network scenario

to a highly dynamic network scenario.

We simulate a 60 node network in a 1200 meters by 800 meters rectangular region.

Simulations are run for five hours. There are five random 12 kbps cross sessions in

the network.

MP-MDVC [65], an MDC technique based on matching pursuits (MP) signal de-

composition, is used to code MDC sequence. We encode each frame into two descrip-

tions. Intra-frame encoding is identical for both descriptions. For each description,

an I-frame is packetized into two packets, and a P-frame is packetized into one packet.

As such, every packet is smaller than the Maximum Transmission Unit of 802.11 wire-

less networks. Thus the routing protocol does not need to consider fragmentation and

reassembly in IP layer. We use standard MPEG QCIF sequence Foreman coded at

146 kbps at 18 fps with Group Of Pictures (GOP) size of 15 for our experiments.

The playback deadline of each frame is 150 milliseconds (ms) after it is generated.

To describe the metrics we use, we need to introduce the definition of bad frame

first.

Definition 2.3: A description of an I-frame is decodable at the playback deadline,

if all packets corresponding to the description is received. A description of a P-

frame is decodable, if at the playback deadline, both the packet corresponding to the

description is received and the same description of the previous frame is decodable.

A frame of a MDC stream is called a bad frame, if neither one of its two descriptions

is decodable; a frame of a SDC stream is called a bad frame, if it is not decodable.

We evaluate the performance of interactive video applications with RMPSR using

the following metrics:
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a. The ratio of bad frames: The ratio of the number of bad frames to the total

number of frames. We use this metric rather than packet delivery ratio because it

is more indicative of the quality of received video due to the following two reasons.

First it considers the dependency between different frames. For example, for SDC,

if an I-frame is a bad frame, all the subsequent P-frames in the same GOP are

considered to be bad frames, regardless of whether or not packets representing

those P-frames are received. Second this metric reflects the fact that MDC can to

some extent conceal the undesirable effects caused by missing packets, by decoding

and displaying one of the two descriptions.

b. The number of bad periods: A bad period consists of a number of contiguous

bad frames. This metric reflects the number of times received video is interrupted

by the bad frames.

c. Normalized packet overhead: The total number of control packets transmitted

by any node in the network, divided by the total number of video packets received

by all the receivers. This metric represents the control packet overhead of the

routing protocol normalized by the successful video packets received.

We compare the following three schemes:

a. DSR [73] with single path video transmission;

b. SMR [14] with multipath video transmission;

c. RMPSR with multipath video transmission.

We transmit MDC video with all three schemes, in order to compare the effectiveness

of routing protocols fairly.

The ratio of the number of bad frames over the number of all frames is shown in

Figure 2.3, and the number of bad periods, consisting of contiguous bad frames, is
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shown in Figure 2.4. The smaller the two metrics are, the better the video experience.

As shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the performance of interactive video is enhanced

using RMPSR as compared to SMR and DSR, in the sense that both the ratio of bad

frames and the number of bad periods are reduced greatly. MDC can potentially be

a suitable match for multipath communication in a sense that even when one path

is broken, packets corresponding to the other description on the other path can still

arrive at the receiver on time. With MDC, quality of these frames is still acceptable.

To fully utilize this property of MDC, it is important for multipath routing protocols

to maintain multiple routes as long as possible. RMPSR builds more than two nearly

disjoint routes in the route request process and triggers new route request process

before all the routes are broken. These steps help RMPSR maintain multiple routes

longer than SMR and DSR. Another reason for the enhanced performance of RMPSR

is its effective packet salvaging scheme. For example, as shown in Table 2.1, when

the maximum speed is 12.5 m/s, the ratio of the number of salvaged packets to the

total number of transmitted packets over a ten hour simulation period is much larger

for RMPSR than that for SMR and DSR.

Figure 2.5 shows comparison of normalized control packets among the three rout-

ing protocols. DSR has the least amount of overhead. Next is RMPSR, followed by

SMR. The number of control packets increases with the mobility level of the network.

In a typical scenario, there are small number of video sessions and a large number of

other data sessions. Our approach is to apply RMPSR to video sessions and DSR to

other data sessions. Thus, extra routing overhead for RMPSR does not greatly affect

the performance of video applications. RMPSR increases the average time between

route query processes by constructing multiple routes in one route query round, thus

reducing control packets as compared to SMR.

Our simulations with ten 12 kbps cross traffic flows also confirm that RMPSR
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outperforms both SMR [14] and DSR [73] for interactive video applications over

wireless ad hoc networks.
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Figure 2.3. Performance evaluation for interactive video applications using MDC: The
Ratio of Bad Frames as a function of maximum speed for DSR, SMR and RMPSR

Table 2.1. Comparison of salvaged packets.

Protocol RMPSR SMR DSR
Ratio of salvaged packets 0.0078 0 0.0023

2.4.2 Performance evaluation of video on-demand applica-

tions

We now compare RMPSR, DSR, and SMR for video on-demand applications with

FEC. Each simulation is run for 600 seconds, and results are averaged over 50 runs.

The bit rate of video stream is 144 kbps. We use (100,75) Reed-Solomon erasure

code, which takes 75 data packets and produces 25 redundant packets in one block.

Thus the total sending rate of video stream is 192 kbps. We use a simple per-packet

allocation scheme, which distributes odd numbered packets into the first route and
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Figure 2.4. Performance evaluation for interactive video applications using MDC:
The Number of Bad Periods as a function of maximum speed for DSR, SMR and
RMPSR

even ones into the second route. The receiver first pre-buffers 5 seconds’ worth of

video packets before starting to play back. If a packet arrives after its playback

deadline, it is discarded. When the playback buffer in the receiver is empty, the

receiver stops playing temporarily, and re-buffers 5 seconds’ worth of video packets

before re-starting the playback. There are five random 12 kbps cross traffic sessions

in the network. Other simulation settings are the same as that of simulations in the

previous section.

We evaluate the performance of video on demand applications with RMPSR using

the following metrics:

a. Goodput Ratio: Goodput ratio is ratio of the number of video packets played at

the receiver to those transmitted from the video source. Not every received video

packet is useful for decoding, because each video packet has a strict deadline, and
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Figure 2.5. Normalized Control Packets of DSR, SMR and RMPSR as a function of
maximum speed

is discarded if it arrives after its deadline. Therefore, we use this metric rather

than the successful packet delivery ratio to represent the received video quality.

b. The Number of Rebufferings: Number of rebufferings denotes how many times

a receiver freezes during one experiment. For video on demand applications, before

playback, the receiver pre-buffers a certain length of video. When the network

gets congested or the path is broken, the received bitrate is smaller than the

transmitting bitrate. In this case, the receiver has to playback from the buffered

video. When the video buffer becomes empty, the receiver stops the playback,

rebuffers a certain amount of video, and then continues to playback. This kind of

freeze is quite annoying to end users, and thus is an important measure to video

quality.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show goodput ratio and the number of rebufferings as a func-

tion of maximum speed for the three routing protocols. In each figure, the lower plot

shows the number of simulations in which a particular scheme performs as good or
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better than the competing schemes. There are a total of 50 simulations. As seen in

Figures 2.6 and 2.7, performance of all three protocols is similar in the static network,

while their performance gap widens in more dynamic scenarios. Specifically, in over

90% of all scenarios, the RMPSR performs the best or equal to the other two proto-

cols. As expected, as the maximum moving speed becomes larger, goodput ratio of all

three protocols goes down, and ”number of rebufferings” goes up. However, RMPSR

loses much fewer packets than either SMR or DSR protocol, and suffers fewer freezes

at the receiver in dynamic scenarios. Since RMPSR builds multiple disjoint route

sets, the connection is less likely to be broken than DSR or SMR. RMPSR also sal-

vages packets at intermediate nodes with alternative routes, and triggers new route

request process ahead of time. These steps further help RMPSR perform better in

delay sensitive video applications.
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Figure 2.6. Performance evaluation for video on-demand applications using FEC:
Goodput Ratio as a function of maximum speed for DSR, SMR and RMPSR
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Figure 2.7. Performance evaluation for video on-demand applications using FEC:
Number of Rebufferings as a function of maximum speed for DSR, SMR and RMPSR

2.4.3 Comparison of MDC with SDC

In this subsection, we compare performance of multipath transmission of MDC

and SDC content. For the same quality of video, bit rate of MDC has been shown to

be approximately 30% - 60% larger than that of SDC [65][67]. Coding efficiency of

MDC depends on encoding schemes and GOP size. Since an I-frame is much larger

than a P-frame and MDC encodes an I-frame twice, i.e. one for each description, if

we increase the GOP size, the bit rate of MDC is lowered for the same video quality.

However we can not set GOP size too large for wireless scenarios, because packet drop

is common and we need to refresh with I-frame from time to time. This is a tradeoff

between coding efficiency and error resilience. We set the frame rate as 18 fps, and

GOP size as 15. Standard MPEG QCIF sequence Foreman is coded with MP-MDVC
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[65] at 146.0 kbps for MDC sequence, and is coded with Matching Pursuit coding [66]

at 92.7 kbps for SDC sequence. The PSNR of two description MDC and SDC are

approximately same. RMPSR is used with both SDC and MDC. Other simulation

settings are the same as the simulation for interactive video applications.

We compare the following two schemes:

a. MDC with multipath transmission: each description of MDC is sent through a

different path;

b. SDC with multipath transmission: packets of SDC stream alternate between two

paths. When one path is broken, the source will select a new path from the route

cache.

Figure 2.8 compares performance of MDC and SDC as a function of maximum

speed. Video traces of MDC and SDC described above are used in the simulation. As

shown in Figure 2.8(a), SDC achieves fewer number of bad frames than MDC in this

scenario. When only one path is broken, MDC can conceal the effect by decoding

only one description. Thus MDC could potentially reduce the number of bad frames

as compared to SDC schemes if they could both result in the same overall bitrate.

However SDC results in a lower level of network congestion compared to MDC due

to its lower bit rate and higher coding efficiency, and in the mean time, RMPSR

reduces the number of packet drop significantly, so SDC results in lower ratio of bad

frames than MDC in this scenario. From Figure 2.8(b), we see that MDC has fewer

bad periods than SDC. However taking into account Figure 2.8(a), MDC has longer

average bad periods as compared to SDC. This indicates that MDC conceals scattered

packet losses, thus reducing the number of short bad periods, while the lower bit rate

of SDC helps to reduce the number of long consecutive packet losses.

Figure 2.9 compares performance of MDC and SDC as a function of bit rate for a
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scenario with maximum speed of 5 m/s. The x-axis corresponds to bit rate for SDC,

while corresponding bit rates of MDC are assumed to be 33% higher. This assumption

is reasonable with a large GOP size. The ratio of bad frames increases for both

schemes with bit rate. When bit rates are low enough not to cause congestion, MDC

outperforms SDC. When the bit rate is around a crossover threshold value, which is

about 160 kbps for SDC and 210 kbps for MDC in this scenario, the performance

of two schemes is almost the same. For bit rates above the threshold value, SDC

outperforms MDC. We also carried out simulations with different level of cross traffic

and mobility of the wireless network, and have reached similar conclusions. We have

empirically found the crossover threshold value to depend on available bandwidth,

which is a dynamic value in wireless ad hoc networks, on cross traffic, link capacity

and mobility level of the network.

From simulation results and the analysis, we see that as compared to SDC with

multipath transmission, MDC scheme does not necessarily improve quality of inter-

active video applications over wireless ad hoc networks. The lower bit rate and fewer

number of packets of SDC scheme in some situations make it suffer less from possible

network congestion, offsetting the inherent robustness of MDC.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose a general architecture for multipath video streaming

over wireless ad hoc networks in order to enhance the robustness of video applica-

tions. The general architecture includes a video encoder with error control, a traffic

allocator, a multipath unicast/multicast routing protocol, and a rate control scheme.

We also introduce RMPSR, which uses node-disjointness as a metric to build multiple

paths, and applies a few other new techniques, e.g. salvaging sub-routes, preemptive

routing, and DiffServ through applying different routing protocols to different classes
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of applications. We show that RMPSR improves both the performance of interactive

video applications with MDC and video on demand applications with FEC through

extensive NS simulations. We also compare performance of multipath transmission of

MDC and SDC content, and conclude that there exists one crossover threshold value,

above which SDC outperforms MDC; otherwise, MDC outperforms SDC.
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Figure 2.8. Comparing MDC with SDC for interactive video applications: (a) Ratio
of Bad Frames; (b) Number of Bad Periods as a function of maximum speed.
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Figure 2.9. Comparing the ratio of bad frames for MDC with SDC as a function of
bit rate for maximum speed of 5 m/s.
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Chapter 3

Path Selection for Optimal

Multipath Video Streaming

As discussed earlier, there are many challenges to support video communication

over wireless ad hoc networks. An end-to-end connection route in wireless ad hoc

networks generally consists of multiple wireless links. As such, it has much smaller

throughput and higher random packet loss than single hop wireless connections in a

wireless network with an infrastructure. Due to the mobility of wireless nodes, the

established connection routes between senders and receivers are likely to be broken

during video transmission, causing interruptions, freezes, or jerkiness in the received

video signal. These constraints and challenges, in combination with the delay and

loss sensitive nature of video applications, make video communication over wireless

ad hoc networks a challenging proposition.

Recent efforts on multipath routing of MDC video have successfully demonstrated

improved robustness in video communication applications[33][34][61][74]; this is done

either by assuming that the set of paths is given, or by simply selecting two node/link

disjoint paths. Few recent works have addressed the difficult problem of selecting
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optimal paths for MDC video streaming [43][45][46]. Begen et al. have studied

how to select multiple paths that maximize the average video quality at clients on

Internet overlay networks[43]. Mao et al. have further proposed a meta-heuristic

approach based on Genetic Algorithms to solve the path selection problem[45]. In

[46], the authors propose to select two paths with minimal correlation for MDC

streaming over Internet overlay networks. These approaches however are too complex

to be performed in real-time. Also these models consider neither the interference

of flows on neighboring links, nor the influence of the incoming video flow on the

characteristics of links; this is needed in current wireless ad hoc networks, because

a new video flow generally consumes a large percentage of wireless resource, thus

changing characteristics of wireless links significantly.

In this chapter, we propose a technique for choosing two node-disjoint paths,

which achieve minimum concurrent PDP of all path pairs. Our motivation is to

increase robustness of video applications over wireless ad hoc networks. While most

of our simulation results refer to MDC, our basic results and conclusions can be

easily extended to FEC video as well. For MDC streaming, different descriptions

are transmitted on different paths in order to fully utilize path diversity. Streaming

over the Path Pair with Minimum concurrent Packet Drop Probability, denoted by

PP MDP, minimizes the probability of concurrent loss of all the descriptions, thus

optimizing the worst case MDC video quality over all times. For FEC streaming,

concurrent packet drop over the selected PP MDP can be shown to be less likely

than that of simple node disjoint paths, resulting in lower unrecoverable probability.

In this chapter, we use a conflict graph [77][78][79] to model effects of interference

between different wireless links. The conflict graph indicates which groups of links

interfere with each other, and hence can not be active simultaneously. We propose a

model to estimate the concurrent PDP of two node-disjoint paths, given an estimate

of cross traffic flows’ rates, and bit rate of the video flow. We show that the above
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optimization is an NP-hard problem. We then propose a heuristic PDP aware multi-

path routing protocol based on our model, whose performance is shown to be close to

that of the ”optimal routing”, and significantly better than that of the node-disjoint

multipath routing, and the shortest-widest routing.

In Chapter 2, we propose RMPSR, which builds and maintains multiple nearly

disjoint route sets for the video communication. However RMRSR does not consider

the interference between node disjoint paths. As such, packet drop due to congestion is

still correlated. To overcome the disadvantage of RMPSR, in this chapter, we analyze

packet drop probability due to congestion and propose a framework for selecting

two node-disjoint paths with minimum concurrent PDP of all path pairs. The new

approach outperforms RMPSR when packet drop is primarily due to congestion.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we introduce the

optimal multipath selection problem. We propose the Interference aWare Multipath

Routing (IWM) in Section 3.2. We represent the simulation and actual experiment

results in Section 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. In Section 3.5, we conclude this chapter.

3.1 Optimal Multipath Selection Problem

Our goal is to minimize concurrent PDP of two node-disjoint paths in a wireless

ad hoc network which is equivalent to optimizing the worst case video quality at

clients. The node-disjoint constraint is useful for mobile wireless ad hoc networks,

because it can significantly decorrelate packet drop between different paths.

3.1.1 Envisioned Network Model

We consider a wireless ad-hoc network with N nodes arbitrarily distributed in a

plane. Let ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ N denote the nodes, and dij denote the distance between nodes
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ni and nj. Each node is equipped with a radio with communication range r, and a

potentially larger interference range ω. Our interference model is similar to that of

the protocol model introduced in [78][79], with changes to reflect the implementation

of 802.11 MAC protocol in NS-2 [76].

Protocol Interference Model: Suppose node ni wishes to transmit to node nj.

We use SSij to denote the signal strength of ni’s transmission as received at node

nj. The transmission between nodes ni and nj is successful if all of the following

conditions are satisfied:

• dij ≤ r; intuitively this is equivalent to nodes ni and nj being within each

other’s communication range.

• Any node nk, such that dki ≤ ω is not transmitting. This is motivated by the

CSMA/CA scheme in the 802.11 MAC protocol, which states that node ni can

not transmit if any node in its interference range is transmitting.

• Any node nk, such that
SSij

SSkj
≤ CPThresh, is not transmitting, where

CPThresh denotes the capture threshold, with default value of 10 in NS-2.

This implies that no node with sufficiently large signal strength interfering with

link ni to nj is transmitting.

We can easily make minor changes to the protocol interference model, if the underlying

MAC layer protocol is changed.

A wireless ad hoc network can be modelled as a directed graph G(V,E), whose

vertices V correspond to wireless stations, and the edges E correspond to wireless

links. There is a link from vertex ni to vertex nj if and only if dij < r. As in

[77][78][79], we make use of a ”conflict graph” to model the interference relationship

between different links of a network. Every directed link in the graph G(V, E) is

represented by a node in the directed conflict graph CG(V C , EC). If the transmission
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over link lij makes the transmission over link lkl unsuccessful, link lij interferes with

link lkl, resulting in a directed link from node lij to node lkl in the conflict graph. To

avoid confusion, we use the terms ”node” and ”link” in reference to the connectivity

graph G(V,E), while using ”CG-node” and ”CG-link” to refer the conflict graph

CG(V C , EC). Figure 3.1(a) shows an example of a conflict graph. CG-nodes 1

through 5 correspond to five wireless links in the original wireless network. The

wireless link represented by CG-node 1 interferes with wireless links represented by

CG-nodes 2, 3, 4 and 5, while none of the other CG-nodes interfere with each other.

We have summarized notations used in this chapter in Table 4.1.

Table 3.1. Notations used in Chapter 3
Symbols Definition
G(V, E) graph representation of the network

CG(V C , EC) corresponding conflict graph of the network
N the number of nodes in the network
C wireless channel capacity
dij the distance between nodes ni and nj

r communication range
ω interference range

SSij the signal strength of ni’s transmission
as received at node nj

CPThresh capture threshold
lij or (i, j) wireless link connecting node ni and nj

F flow rates vector
Fi combined rate of all flows over link li

I(lij) interfering links set of link lij
CFk the combined flow rate

over all links in the independent set ISk

PS,D a path connecting nodes NS and ND

NS,D the set of the nodes on path PS,D

LS,D the set of the links on path PS,D

x and y indication vectors for path
P 1

S,D and P 2
S,D respectively
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3.1.2 The Optimal Multipath Selection Problem

The main objective of the optimal multipath selection problem for MDC video

streaming over wireless ad hoc networks is to select two node-disjoint paths with

minimum concurrent PDP.

Definition 3.1: A path PS,D connecting nodes NS and ND in a graph G(V, E), is

a sequence of nodes v1, . . . vn, which satisfy the following two conditions. (a) ∀i, 1 ≤
i < n, we have (vi, vi+1) ∈ E; (b) no node appears more than once. The set of the

nodes on this path is represented by NS,D ⊆ V , and the set of the links on this path

is denoted by LS,D ⊆ E.

Let P 1
S,D and P 2

S,D be any two paths connecting nodes NS and ND, L1
S,D and

L2
S,D denote the set of links on each path respectively, and N1

S,D and N2
S,D denote

the set of the nodes on each path respectively. We define two indication vectors

x = (. . . , xij, . . .)
T and y = (. . . , yij, . . .)

T to represent P 1
S,D and P 2

S,D respectively,

where xij is set to 1 if link (i, j) ∈ L1
S,D and is set to 0 otherwise. Similarly yij is set

to 1 if link (i, j) ∈ L2
S,D and is set to 0 otherwise. The dimension of vectors x and y

is the number of links in the graph.

The optimal multipath selection of two node-disjoint paths with minimum con-

current PDP can be formulated as follows:

Minimize Pdrop(P 1
S,D; P 2

S,D)

with respect to xij, ymn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j), (m,n) ∈ E

Subject to

∑

j:(i,j)∈E

xij −
∑

j:(j,i)∈E

xji =





1 i = NS

−1 i = ND

0 otherwise

(3.1)
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and

∑

n:(m,n)∈E

ymn −
∑

n:(n,m)∈E

ynm =





1 m = NS

−1 m = ND

0 otherwise

(3.2)

N1
S,D ∩N2

S,D = {NS, ND} (3.3)

Equation (3.1) is the flow constraint in order to guarantee the first path connects

the source S and the destination D. It represents that (a) for each node in the first

path, except the source and the destination, the number of incoming links is equal to

the number of outgoing links; (b) for the source node, the number of outgoing links is

1; (c) for the destination node, the number of incoming links is 1. Similarly, Equation

(3.2) is the flow constraint for the second path. Equation (3.3) is the node-disjoint

constraint to ensure that the two selected paths do not share common middle nodes.

We can show the following claim for the optimal multipath selection problem.

Claim 3.1:The optimal multipath selection over wireless ad hoc networks as de-

fined above is NP-hard.

The proof is shown in the appendix.

Since the optimal multipath selection problem is NP-hard, the required computa-

tion needed by the optimal solution will be very high. One approach is to enumerate

all possible pairs of node-disjoint paths from a source NS to a destination ND, es-

timate the concurrent PDP for each path pair using the scheme to be discussed in

Section 3.1.3, and choose the best one. We refer to this solution as the Optimal

Multipath Routing (OMR). Unfortunately as computation complexity of the OMR

grows exponentially with the size of the network, it can not be run in real time. For

instance, it takes Matlab implementation of OMR approximately 8.2 seconds to select

the best path pair in a network of 49 nodes, and 237.6 seconds in a network of 100

nodes. However, as will be seen shortly, OMR can be used to provide an upper bound
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on the performance of other low complexity heuristic schemes that can be run in real

time. In Section 3.2, we propose one such heuristic solution, and compare its perfor-

mance with OMR. Before doing so, we will first develop a technique for estimating

concurrent PDP in the next section.

3.1.3 Concurrent PDP of two node-disjoint paths

In this section, we show how to compute the concurrent PDP of any given two

node-disjoint paths connecting the same source and destination nodes.

We assume that we have already estimated the flow rates Fi over each link li.

Before computing the PDP, we hypothetically include the new arriving video flow

into the network by increasing the flow rate over each link in L1
S,D ∪ L2

S,D by the

amount of video flow rate that will be transmitted over that link.

We define random variable

Xij =





1 packet drop in link lij

0 otherwise

We refer to the correlation of two random variables Xij and Ymn as follows.

ρxy =
Cov(Xij, Ymn)√

V ar(Xij)
√

V ar(Ymn)
(3.4)

We now argue that the correlation between PDP of two node-disjoint links is small.

Recall that in a wireless ad hoc network, congestion, contention, time-varying wireless

channel, and mobility of nodes are four main causes of packet loss. Packet drop due

to mobility of two node-disjoint links is clearly independent of each other. PDP due

to contention or wireless channel error is generally small, because of 802.11 MAC

layer retransmission scheme. Thus we only need to consider PDP due to congestion

of two node-disjoint links. Clearly, if two node-disjoint links interfere with each other,
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their PDP due to congestion are correlated. For instance, when PDP of the first link

is lowered, the probability that packets sent over the second link do not access the

channel is higher, increasing PDP of the second link. However in practice we expect

the correlation between packet drop due to congestion for two node disjoint links to

be small due to the random backoff scheme in the 802.11 MAC layer protocol. This

is because the random backoff results in small correlation.

We have applied NS simulations to verify the above conjecture. We deploy 12

nodes in a 100 by 100 square meters area, with all links interfering with each other.

We transmit two UDP flows of 500 kbps each over two node-disjoint links, and vary

the number of cross traffic flows, whose bitrates are uniformly distributed in the range

of [200, 300] kbps over other links. The cross traffic flows do not share nodes with

each other. We have used trace files in NS to verify that using these parameters,

the main cause of packet drop is congestion. The correlation between packet drop of

two UDP flows as computed by Equation (3.4) are shown in Table 3.2. The results

show that if packet drop rate over each link is small, the correlation between packet

drop over two node-disjoint links is also small. In practice, one can argue that the

random backoff retransmission schemes in 802.11 typically result in small packet drop

rate over each link. We carried out 30 groups of simulations, and arrived at similar

conclusions.

Table 3.2. Correlation of packet drop over two node-disjoint links
Num. of Cross Flows 2 3 4

Pkts Drop Rate of Flow 1 0.0421 0.1610 0.3211
Pkts Drop Rate of Flow 2 0.0364 0.1515 0.3131

Concurrent Pkts Drop Rate of Flow 1 & 2 0.0002 0.0073 0.0647
Correlation -0.0374 -0.1336 -0.1715

Since correlation between packet drop over two node-disjoint links is small, so is

the correlation between packet drop over two node-disjoint paths. This because two

node disjoint paths only share two nodes, i.e. source and destination. Thus we can
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compute the concurrent PDP over two node-disjoint paths P 1
S,D and P 2

S,D as follows:

Pdrop(P 1
S,D; P 2

S,D) ≈ Pdrop(P 1
S,D) · Pdrop(P 2

S,D)

= [1−
∏

lij∈L1
S,D

(1− Pdrop(lij))] · [1−
∏

lmn∈L2
S,D

(1− Pdrop(lmn))] (3.5)

In the next section, we will show how to estimate PDP over one link in order to

compute the concurrent PDP of two node-disjoint paths.

3.1.4 Computation of PDP over a link

As discussed earlier, in a wireless ad hoc network, congestion, contention, time-

varying wireless channel, and mobility of nodes are four main reasons for packet loss.

Thus PDP over link lij can be represented as

Pdrop(lij) = Pdrop-cong(lij) + Pdrop-cont(lij) + Pdrop-chan(lij) + Pdrop-mob(lij)

(3.6)

where Pdrop-cong(lij), Pdrop-cont(lij), Pdrop-chan(lij), and Pdrop-mob(lij) are PDP

over link lij due to congestion, contention, wireless channel error, and mobility re-

spectively. Our basic approach is to use existing results in the literature to estimate

the last three quantities, and to develop a new approach to estimate Pdrop-cong(lij).

The packet loss probability ploss(lij) without retransmission over a link lij due to

channel error or contention can be measured using the broadcast packet technique

described by De Couto et al. [11]. In summary, each node periodically sends out a

broadcast probe packet. Broadcast packets are not retransmitted by the 802.11 MAC

layer protocol. Nodes track the number of probes received from each neighbor during

a sliding time window, and include this information in their own probes to their

neighbors. Each node uses this information about itself to estimate its own ploss(lij).

The combination of Pdrop-cont(lij) and Pdrop-chan(lij) can be represented as:

Pdrop-cont(lij) + Pdrop-chan(lij) = ploss(lij)
Nrt (3.7)
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where Nrt is the number of retransmissions before the MAC layer drops the packet,

which is 4 for large packets in the 802.11 standard. Regardless, by estimating Ploss,

it is possible to estimate Pdrop-cont + Pdrop-chan.

We estimate the PDP over a link due to mobility Pdrop-mob(lij) using link avail-

ability results in [80][81]. According to Jiang et al. [81] and McDonald et al. [80], link

availability A(lij, T ) of link lij is defined as the probability that a link is available until

time t0 + T , given that it is an active link at time t0, where T is the update period.

Link availability can be computed as Ta

T
, where Ta is the sum of all non-continuous

time periods that the link is available between t0 and t0 + T . Assuming packet rate

for video communication is approximately constant, the ratio of packet drop due to

mobility is approximately the ratio between the duration of the time period that the

link is unavailable in T , and the total time period T . Thus

Pdrop-mob(lij) ≈ 1− A(lij, T ) ≈ 1− Ta

T
(3.8)

In the remainder of this section, we describe how to compute PDP over link lij

due to congestion Pdrop-cong(lij) . For brevity, we refer to PDP due to congestion as

PDP-congestion in the rest of this section. One possibility is to measure packet drop

due to interface queue (ifq) overflow at each node, and use the ifq packet drop rate at

node ni to approximate Pdrop-cong(lij). The disadvantage of this method is that it

does not consider the influence of the incoming video flow on the packet drop rate of

the link. In current wireless ad hoc networks, a new video flow generally consumes a

large percentage of wireless resource, which can change PDP-congestion significantly.

Thus we propose a new scheme to estimate a link’s PDP-congestion based on the

estimation of equivalent bandwidth used in the link’s neighborhood.

We define the interfering link set, consisting of all the links that interfere with

link lij as follows:

I(lij) = {l ∈ E, and l interferes with lij}
⋃
{lij}
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where E is the link set consisting of all the links in the graph. A naive way to compute

the PDP-congestion of link lij is as follows:

Pdrop-cong(lij) ≈ max(1− C∑
lk∈I(lij)

Fk

, 0) (3.9)

where Fk corresponds to the aggregate incoming flow rate into the kth link lk of

the set I(lij), and C is the channel capacity. However Equation (3.9) unnecessarily

overestimates the PDP-congestion [79], and as such can not effectively differentiate

between congested and uncongested links. Figure 3.1 shows two conflict graphs that

illustrate an example of the ineffectiveness of the naive estimation. Recall that for a

conflict graph, each CG-node is a link in the original connectivity graph, and if link li

interferes with link lj, there is a directed CG-link connecting CG-node i and CG-node

j. To simplify our explanation, we assume bi-directional CG-links in the example.

Also assume that flow rates Fj, j = 1 . . . 5 are equal. Intuitively, the PDP-congestion

of link l1 in Fig. 3.1(a) is smaller than that of Fig. 3.1(b), since there are extra

interferences between other four links in conflict graph 3.1(b). However, Equation

(3.9) would incorrectly imply PDP-congestion of link l1 in both conflict graphs to be

the same.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1. An example to show the ineffectiveness of the naive estimation; (a) conflict
graph a; (b) conflict graph b.
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We now propose a method to estimate the PDP-congestion more accurately. Note

that set I(lij) represents both an interfering link set in the connectivity graph, which

consists of all the links that interfere with link lij, and a CG-node set in the cor-

responding conflict graph. We partition the interfering link set I(lij) into several

disjoint subsets, such that each subset is an independent set. In a conflict graph, an

independent set denoted by IS, is defined to be a set of CG-nodes that have no edges

between them. Intuitively, this corresponds to any set of links whose transmissions

do not interfere with each other. Note that for each link lij there are multiple possible

partitions. The set of independent sets resulting from a particular partition of I(lij)

is denoted by PT (lij), and can be represented as follows:

PT (lij) = {IS1, IS2, . . . ISqi
}

where
⋃

k=1,...qi

ISk = I(lij)

and

ISk

⋂
ISm = φ, 1 ≤ k,m ≤ qi

ISk is the kth independent set, and qi is the number of subsets in this particular

partition. Physically, each independent set is selected by the MAC layer protocol

with some probability at each time.

Assume that we can compute all the possible partitions of set I(lij), calling them

PT (lij)1, PT (lij)2, . . . PT (lij)Ni
, where Ni is the number of partitions. We model the

selection of an independent set at time t as a two level process. First, the MAC layer

selects partition PT (lij)k with probability pk; second, it selects one independent set

in the partition PT (lij)k using the corresponding schedule for that partition, to be

described shortly. The estimation of PDP-congestion of link lij can be written as

Pdrop-cong(lij) ≈
Ni∑

k=1

pk × Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)k) (3.10)
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We define a link is an active link, if either of its two nodes have available packets

to transmit through it. At a given time t, we define an independent set to be an

active independent set, if at least one of links in the independent set is active. From

the definition of the independent set and partition, we know that all links in the

same independent set can transmit simultaneously, but not those links in different

independent sets. For a given partition of the set I(lij) with qi independent sets,

we define the corresponding schedule as follows. Let mi(t) denote the number of

active independent sets in the partition at time t. The corresponding schedule allows

the rth active independent set at time t to access the shared wireless medium with

probability p(r,mi(t)). In essence the corresponding schedule for a partition allows

every active independent set to access the shared wireless medium according to some

predefined schedule. All active links in one independent set can transmit at time t, if

the independent set is assigned by the MAC layer to access the wireless medium at

that time.

For example, for the conflict graph shown in Fig. 3.1(b), one possible partition of

the interfering link set I(l1) is PT (l1) = {{l1}, {l2, l4}, {l3, l5}}. At time t, assuming

that independent set {l2, l4} accesses the wireless medium, l2 and l4 can transmit si-

multaneously, if both links have available packets to send, i.e. being active. A possible

corresponding schedule for I(l1) would be to let {l2, l4} access the wireless medium,

followed by {l3, l5}, followed by {l1} each with probability 1
3
. For our purposes, the

precise order in which independent sets are give access to medium is immaterial.

We can define equivalent rate of flows over all links in the independent set ISk as

follows:

CFk = max
lm∈ISk

Fm (3.11)

where Fm is the aggregate incoming flow rate over the mth link lm in the independent

set ISk. Since links of the same independent set transmit simultaneously, the equiv-
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alent rate of an independent set, which is the maximum rate among all the links, is

link lij’s channel resource needed by all the links in the independent set per unit of

time.

Given a partition of the set I(lij), assuming that the corresponding schedule is

applied by the MAC layer, we can estimate the PDP-congestion of link lij as follows:

Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)) ≈ max(1− C∑
ISk∈PT (lij)

CFk

, 0) (3.12)

Note that even though one independent set is chosen to transmit at any point in

time, we can add the equivalent rate for different independent sets because CFk is

the equivalent rate for kth independent set at any time, and not what kth independent

set transmits in the time slots in which it is granted access by the MAC layer.

Combining Equations (3.10) and (3.12), it is possible to obtain PDP-congestion

of link lij. Unfortunately, computing all of the independent sets in a graph grows

exponentially in the number of nodes [78]; also it is difficult to estimate the probability

pk that the 802.11 MAC layer selects partition PT (lij)k, k = 1, 2, . . . Ni; as such, the

computational overhead of the above method is too high and the implementation is

impractical. To circumvent this, we consider the partition PT (lij)
∗ that minimizes

Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)) and refer to it as the most efficient partition. Since

Pdrop-cong(lij) ≈
Ni∑

k=1

pk × Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)k)

≥
Ni∑

k=1

pk × Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)
∗)

= [

Ni∑

k=1

pk]× Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)
∗)

= Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)
∗) (3.13)

Therefore Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)
∗) is the lower bound of link lij’s PDP-congestion.

Since computing the actual PDP-congestion is prohibitively compute intensive, our
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approach is to use its lower bound instead, i.e. the PDP-congestion of the most

efficient partition, as a metric in comparing PDP of two links, and subsequently two

paths. Specifically, combining Equations (3.12) and (3.13), we get

Pdrop-cong(lij) ≥ max(1− C∑
ISk∈PT (l∗ij)

CFk

, 0) (3.14)

where PT (l∗ij) denotes the most efficient partition.

As such, we will shortly propose a greedy algorithm to approximately find the

most efficient partition. We note that using the most efficient partition results in

underestimating the interference around link lij, and the PDP. Nevertheless, we have

verified through simulations that it is sufficient to use the lower bound of each link’s

PDP as an approximation to our metric in order to compare and select paths. Also,

it can be argued that with the development of more efficient MAC layer protocol in

the future, our estimation approaches the optimal results.

3.1.5 Estimating the most efficient partition

We now propose a greedy partition algorithm to estimate the most efficient par-

tition. The basic idea behind the greedy partitioning algorithm is to combine links

with large flow rates together in order to reduce the sum of equivalent flow rates of

independent sets, thus minimizing the probability Pdrop-cong(lij|PT (lij)). The al-

gorithm first selects the link with the largest flow rate into the first independent set,

then selects other qualified links into the same independent set in the order of flow

rate. After obtaining one independent set, the algorithm repeats the above process

to obtain other independent sets, until every link in the interfering link set I(lij) is

in one independent set.

Figure 3.2 provides an example to demonstrate the idea. There are four CG-nodes

in the network. Without confusion, we use the number on each CG-node to denote
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both the flow rate of the node and the node itself. The algorithm obtains the following

partition: {{6,5}, {4,3}}. Another possible partition is {{6,4},{5,3}}. The combined

flow rate of the first partition is max{6, 5}+max{4, 3} = 10, while that of the second

one is max{6, 4}+max{5, 3} = 11. Obviously, the PDP-congestion is lower using the

first partition than using the second one. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the

proposed greedy algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Partitioning set I(lij)

Sort CG-nodes in the set I(lij) based on the the flow rate, in the order from the

largest to the smallest

Set k = 0

while ( I(lij) not empty ) do

Start with an empty independent set ISk

Add the first CG-node I0 into ISk

Update I(lij) = I(lij)\I0

for (Haven’t finished searching I(lij)) do

if (CG-node Im does not have an edge to any of the CG-nodes in ISk) then

Add Im into ISk

Update I(lij) = I(lij)\Im

end if

end for

Increase k by one

end while

We use the example shown in Fig. 3.1 to explain how the proposed estima-

tion scheme works. Assume that flow rates of Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . 5 are equal. For

the conflict graph shown in Fig. 3.1(a), the interfering link set I(l1) is parti-

tioned into {{l1}, {l2, l3, l4, l5}}, while for Fig. 3.1(b), I(l1) is partitioned into

{{l1}, {l2, l4}, {l3, l5}}. Both partitions are most efficient partitions for conflict graph
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1(a) and (b) respectively, which can be verified through manually numerating all pos-

sible partitions. Using Equation (3.12) the PDP-congestion for link l1 in Fig. 3.1(a)

is given by

Pa ≈ max(1− C

max(F1) + max(F2, F3, F4, F5)
, 0)

= max(1− C

2F1

, 0) (3.15)

where Fi is the flow rate over link li. Similarly, the PDP-congestion for link l1 in Fig.

3.1(b) is given by

Pb ≈ max(1− C

max(F1) + max(F2, F3) + max(F4, F5)
, 0)

= max(1− C

3F1

, 0) (3.16)

As expected intuitively Pa ≤ Pb.

Figure 3.2. An example to show the idea of the greedy partitioning algorithm.
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3.1.6 Summary and Implementation Issues

In our current implementation, we apply a centralized approach in order to es-

timate PDP. Each node measures flow rate and packet loss probability of broadcast

packets of links to which it is connected, and broadcasts this information to the net-

work periodically. In the end, each node receives flow rate and packet loss probability

of broadcast packets of all other links.

In order to estimate flow rate of each link, the routing agent of each node parses all

the outgoing packets, obtaining next hop and the packet’s size. The number of bytes

transmitted over a link in a time window bytes sent win can be computed through

summing up the size of all packets transmitted through this link during the time

window. The flow rate can be computed using a moving window average scheme, and

updated as follows:

curr flow rate = α× prev flow rate + (1− α)× bytes sent win

win size
(3.17)

where curr flow rate, prev flow rate, win size represent current flow rate, previ-

ously estimated flow rate, and length of time window respectively. α is a parameter

that can be used to trade off importance of past measurements versus new ones.

The procedure of estimating concurrent PDP of two paths can be summarized as

follows:

• Given packet loss probability of broadcast packets, the combination of PDP

over link lij due to channel error and contention is estimated using Equation

(3.7).

• Given flow rate of links interfering with link lij, PDP over link lij due to con-

gestion is estimated by first estimating the most efficient partition and then

applying Equation (3.14). Our current implementation in this chapter does not

take into account PDP over a link due to mobility.
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• Using Equation (3.6), we compute PDP over link lij from PDP over link lij due

to channel error, contention and congestion.

• Using Equation (3.5), we compute concurrent PDP of two paths from PDP over

a link.

To summarize, in Section 3.1, we have developed a technique to estimate PDP of

two node disjoint paths. We can use this in the next section to arrive at a practical

path selection algorithm.

3.2 Interference aWare Multipath Routing (IWM)

Since the optimal multipath selection problem is NP-hard and the OMR algorithm

described in Section 3.1 is prohibitively compute intensive, in this section we propose

a heuristic solution, called IWM, for choosing two paths with minimum concurrent

PDP. IWM applies the technique summarized in Section 3.1.6 to estimate PDP of each

path. The basic idea behind IWM is to obtain a path with approximately minimum

PDP as the first path. After updating all the link metrics of the network graph, such

as flow rate, IWM finds the second path with approximately minimum PDP based

on the new graph.

3.2.1 Centralized Implementation

We first propose a centralized protocol. We assume that flow rate and packet

loss probability of broadcast packets of each link, are distributed over the whole

network periodically. Thus the sender knows both the topology of the network and

characteristics of each link. In this case, the sender is able to compute the PDP given

any two paths in the network.
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By assuming that the PDP of each link is small, we approximate Pdrop(P 1
S,D; P 2

S,D)

represented in Equation (3.5) as follows:

Pdrop(P 1
S,D; P 2

S,D) =
∑

lij∈L1
S,D

Pdrop(lij) ·
∑

lmn∈L2
S,D

Pdrop(lmn) (3.18)

Therefore, we relax the optimal multipath selection problem by allowing the first

path to minimize PDP and the second path to minimize PDP among all node disjoint

paths with the first one.

The optimization problem of finding the first path can be formulated as follows.

Minimize
xij

∑

lij∈E

xijPdrop(lij)

such that the constraint in Equation (3.1) is satisfied. Pdrop(lij) as defined by Equa-

tion (3.6) denotes the PDP over link lij, which can be viewed as the cost assigned

to link lij. Pdrop(lij) is estimated through the procedure described in Section 3.1.6.

We obtain the first path by solving the above OSPF-like Weighted Path Cost routing

problem using the Dijkstra’s algorithm.

After obtaining the first path, we first update flow rate over each link, by taking

into account the incoming video flow rate into corresponding links. Given the first

path, for computing the second path, we define a link cost as follows:

Cmn = Pdrop(lmn) + nd cost (3.19)

where

nd cost =





b1 À 1 destination node of link lmn in P 1
S,D

0 otherwise

is a penalty factor to maintain the node-disjointness between the two paths. b1

is chosen to be an arbitrarily large constant to trade off between disjointness and

minimizing PDP.
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The optimization problem to find the second path is formulated as follows:

Minimize
ymn

∑

lmn∈E

ymnCmn

such that the constraints in Equation (3.2) are satisfied. We also apply the Dijkstra’s

algorithm to solve this optimization problem.

Both optimization problems for the first and the second paths are basically short-

est path problems, which can be solved in polynomial time. Thus the complexity of

IWM is comparable to other Link State routing algorithms [4][3].

The advantage of the proposed centralized approach is that it is very easy to

implement. Also when a node needs to transmit video applications, it can compute

two paths from the link state cache immediately, i.e. there is no start delay with this

approach. However there are several disadvantages of the centralized approach.

• The node has to collect link state information of all the links in the network

and store them to the link state cache. In order to build and maintain the

link state cache, each node needs to periodically broadcast characteristics of

its links to the whole network. Collecting link state information needs a large

amount of control overhead. Two techniques can be applied to reduce the

amount of control overhead. The first one is Multipoint Relay (MPR) used by

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [3]. The second one is partial topology

information report technique applied by Topology Broadcast based on Reverse-

Path Forwarding (TBRPF) [82]. In TBRPF, each node reports only a part of

its source tree to all neighbors in order to reduce the size of topology updates.

• The period for updating the link state information can not be too short, oth-

erwise the amount of control overhead becomes prohibitively large. So this

approach is only suitable for static networks or networks with slow moving

nodes. For the kind of network, whose condition changes very fast, the link
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state information in the cache is not accurate, which will affect the selection of

the best path pair.

3.2.2 Distributed Implementation

In order to reduce the amount of control overhead, we further propose a distributed

protocol for IWM. The basic idea behind the distributed implementation of the IWM

is that the protocol builds two paths in two steps. In the first step, the sender

initiates a route discovery process by sending out a Route Query (RREQ) message.

The RREQ message carries a value representing path cost of the path traversed by the

message. When a node receives a non-duplicate RREQ message, before forwarding

it, it updates the path cost as follows:

new path cost = old path cost + link cost (3.20)

where the link cost is PDP of the link connecting the previous hop and the current

node, which is computed based on the link’s two hop neighbors’ information and

Equation (3.6). The receiver collects paths carried in arrived RREQ messages within

a short time period [t0, t0+d], where t0 is the time that the first RREQ message arrives.

Then the receiver selects the path with the smallest path cost and sends a Route

Reply (RRER) message carrying the path back to the sender. After receiving the

RRER message carrying the first path, the sender sends out another RREQ message

with a different sequence number. We use odd sequence numbers representing RREQ

messages for the first path, and even ones for the second path. This time, the RREQ

message carries both the path cost and the nodes’ IDs of the first path. The middle

nodes update a path cost carried by a RREQ message as shown in Equation (3.20),

except the link cost is represented by Equation (3.19). The sender will select the

second path in a similar way.
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In order to increase the probability of selecting the best path pair without increas-

ing too much routing overhead, we further propose two enhancement techniques.

• When receiving a duplicate RREQ message, instead of simply discarding it,

the middle node first compares the path cost value carried in the message with

the minimum path cost value stored in the node for the same route discovery

process. If the path cost value carried in the current message is smaller, the

middle node updates the minimum stored path cost value, and forwards the

newly received RREQ message.

• When a node forwards a RREQ message, the node applies an extra forwarding

delay, which is proportional to the path cost carried in the message. Thus the

path with smaller cost has a larger chance to arrive at the receiver. This way,

the receiver has a better chance of selecting the ideal best path.

In order to learn two hop neighbors’ information, each node sends beacon mes-

sages to its neighbors periodically. The beacon message carries both characteristics

of links connected to the current node, and information of links connected to the

current node’s neighbors. Thus each node can learn its two hop neighbors’ links’

characteristics through exchanging beacon messages.

3.3 Simulation Results

In this section, we present simulation results to demonstrate the efficacy of the

proposed multi-path selection scheme for a streaming application.
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3.3.1 Simulation Setup

We use a simulation model based on NS-2 [76]. The simulation model was briefly

introduced in Chapter 2. Note that the wireless channel capacity can not be fully

utilized due to the inefficiencies in the distributed nature of the 802.11 MAC protocol

[84]. In [84], it is shown that the throughput of the 802.11 MAC protocol depends on

the number of transmitting stations in the network, the size of the backoff window,

and the packet size. We perform a simple simulation in NS, varying the number of

transmitting stations from 1 to 25. All the links interfere with each other, and the

packet size is set to be 512 bytes. We have observed throughput of approximatly 1.24

Mbps even as the number of transmitting stations varies. In order to avoid serious

congestion, we scale the throughput by a factor of 0.8, i.e. to 1.0 Mbps, to use as the

channel capacity, C, in our PDP estimation model. We assume that each node knows

the flow rate of other links. In our simulations, we mostly study the case of static

wireless ad hoc networks with stationary nodes, and assume PDP due to contention

and channel error is very small after retransmissions. Thus in this section, the only

contribution to PDP is assumed to be congestion.

We randomly choose one video sender and one video receiver. Standard MPEG

QCIF sequence Foreman is MDC coded with MP-MDVC [65]. We encode each frame

into two descriptions, and the group-of-pictures (GOP) size is chosen to be 15. Intra-

frame encoding is identical for both descriptions. For each description, an I-frame

is packetized into two packets, and two consecutive P-frames are packetized into

one packet, in order to make each packet smaller than Maximum Transmission Unit

(MTU) of ethernet, and to reduce the number of total packets. For the same visual

quality, as measured by Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), the bit rate needed for

MDC is around 30% - 60% larger than that for Single Description Coding (SDC). This

is due to inevitable compression inefficiency of MDC as compared to SDC [65][67].
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We evaluate the performance of video streaming applications using the following

metrics:

a. The ratio of bad frames: The ratio of bad frames is the ratio of the number

of bad frames to the total number of video frames that should have been decoded

in the receiver. Note that the ratio of bad frames is different from packet delivery

ratio or the number of packet loss bursts.

b. The number of bad periods: A bad period consists of contiguous bad frames.

This metric reflects the number of times that received video is interrupted by the

bad frames.

3.3.2 Verification of the Proposed Multipath Selection

Model

In our proposed multipath selection model, given two paths P 1
S,D and P 2

S,D con-

necting the sender NS and the receiver ND, applying the procedure summarized in

Section 3.1.6, we can compute the concurrent PDP of these two paths as the metric

to select the best path pair among different path pairs in the proposed multipath

routing protocol. In this section, we verify that concurrent PDP could be a reason-

able indicator for streaming applications’ performance. We do this by comparing the

results of NS simulations for ratio of bad frames and that of the estimation model

based on concurrent PDP. Note that the concurrent PDP and the ratio of bad frames

are highly correlated, but not the same. Specifically the term bad frame takes into

account the error propagation property of current video coding schemes and depen-

dency across the frames within a GOP. Intuitively, we would expect these two terms

to be related, and that the lower concurrent PDP of two paths, the lower ratio of bad

frames observed at the receiver side.
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We consider a grid network consisting of 49 nodes, placed in a 7 × 7 grid. The

distance between neighboring nodes is 200 meters, slightly shorter than the commu-

nication range. We randomly choose a video sender and receiver. The shortest path

between the sender and the receiver is five hops. The bitrate of the MDC video flow

is 121.7 kbps. We insert 20 one-hop cross traffic flows, whose bit rates are uniformly

selected in the range of [0,200.0] kbps, and packet size is 512 bytes.

We manually select six paths connecting the sender and the receiver, and consider

21 transmission scenarios as follows: 15 path pairs with all possible combinations of

every two paths, plus 6 single paths. We transmit a different description of the video

flow over each path in a path pair case, and both descriptions over one path in a

single path case.

We obtain ratio of bad frames for different transmission scenarios through packet

level NS simulations. Each simulation lasts 3000 seconds in order to obtain sta-

tistically reliable results. We also compute concurrent PDP for each transmission

scenario through the estimation model summarized in Section 3.1.6. We then order

each transmission scenario based on bad frame ratio for NS simulation results and

concurrent PDP for the estimation results, and show the rank of each transmission

scenario in Figure 3.3. As seen, the results of the estimation model match those

obtained by the NS simulation quite well. Based on the estimation model, the 3 best

transmission scenarios are 5, 16, and 17, which also happen to be best performing

transmission scenarios according to NS simulations. This means that if we select

the optimal transmission scenario based on the concurrent PDP estimation model of

Section 3.1.6, we are likely to have chosen the best performing transmission scenario

in terms of the ratio of bad frames. We have also tested our PDP estimation model

with other networks, whose nodes are placed randomly, and have reached similar

conclusions.
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Figure 3.3. Verification of the PDP model

3.3.3 Performance of the Centralized IWM

In this section, we use NS simulations to compare OMR, Centralized IWM, the

node-disjoint multipath routing (NDM), and the shortest widest path routing (SWP)

[85]. For OMR and IWM we use the PDP estimation method summarized in Section

3.1.6, where flow rates are assumed to be perfectly known at every node. For the

NDM routing, we first find the shortest path p1, and then update the links’ cost as

follows:

Dmn =




∞ m ∈ p1 or n ∈ p1

1 otherwise
(3.21)

We then use the updated links’ cost to calculate the new shortest path p2.

We have tested these four protocols in the 7 × 7 grid network described in the

previous section. The bit rates of cross flows are changed every 30 seconds. All other

settings are identical to those of simulations in Section 3.3.2.

We run 30 simulations for different network topologies and select different senders
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and receivers in each scenario. Each simulation lasts 900 seconds. Figures 3.4(a) and

3.4(b) show the ratio of bad frames and the number of bad periods of all 30 runs of

the four schemes respectively. As seen, the average performance of IWM is very close

to that of OMR, and is significantly better than that of NDM and SWP, even though

its computational complexity is as low as NDM and SWP. Specifically, as shown in

Table 3.3, IWM has the lowest ratio of bad frames among all protocols in 26 out of 30

runs. Figure 3.5 shows the length of the achievable shortest path between the sender

and the receiver in all 30 scenarios. IWM is particularly effective when the distance

between the sender and the receiver is large, e.g. run #1, #3, #8 . In this case,

IWM distributes the video traffic between two paths which are far from each other.

This has two advantages. First, packet drop over two paths far from each other are

independent. Second, the aggregate bandwidth of two paths far from each other is

larger. Thus IWM outperforms NDM and SWP in this case. On the other hand,

when the sender and the receiver are close to each other, e.g. run #15, #18, #19,

the gain brought by longer detoured paths are offset by the extra resource consumed.

In this case, IWM will select two paths close to each other or even a single path,

resulting in similar performance to NDM and SWP. Both the simulation results and

the analysis show that the relaxation of the optimal multipath selection problem used

by IWM is very efficient.

We have also run simulations over a random wireless network consisting of 100

nodes, distributed in a 1250 by 1250 meters square area. The bitrate of the MDC

video flow is 121.7 kbps. There are 25 one-hop cross traffic flows, whose bit rates are

uniformly selected in the range of [0,100.0] kbps. The results are shown in Tables 3.5

and 3.6, Figures 3.6(a) and (b), and similar conclusions are reached.
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Table 3.3. Summary for the Grid Network: the ratio of bad frames
OMR IWM NDM SWP

Average 0.0655 0.0685 0.1864 0.1755
Num. of Best 29 26 7 8

Table 3.4. Summary for the Grid Network: the number of bad periods
OMR IWM NDM SWP

Average 74.7 79.1 186.0 153.3
Num. of Best 20 17 2 7

3.3.4 Performance of the Distributed IWM

In this section, we compare Centralized IWM, Distributed IWM, NDM and SWP.

We test these four protocols in the 7× 7 grid network described in Section 3.3.3. The

bit rates of cross flows are changed every 100 seconds. All other settings are identical

to those of simulations in Section 3.3.3. We run 30 simulations for different network

topologies and select different senders and receivers in each scenario. Each simulation

lasts 1500 seconds. There are 20 cross traffic flows in the network, whose bitrates are

selected uniformly between 0 and 180 kbps.

Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) show the ratio of bad frames and the number of bad

periods of all 30 runs of the four schemes respectively. Simulation results show that

the average performance of Distributed IWM is better that of NDM and SWP, but is

worse than Centralized IWM. As shown in Table 3.7, the average ratio of bad frames

of Centralized IWM, Distributed IWM, NDM and SWP are 0.0334, 0.0684, 0.1041,

0.1009 respectively. Distributed IWM has the lowest ratio of bad frames among all

protocols in 18 out of 30 runs, and has the lowest number of bad periods in 13 out of

30 runs. In summary, the performance of Distributed IWM lies between Centralized

Table 3.5. Summary for the random network: the ratio of bad frames
OMR IWM NDM SWP

Average 0.0223 0.0241 0.0445 0.0562
Num. of Best 29 27 19 18
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Table 3.6. Summary for the random network: the number of bad periods
OMR IWM NDM SWP

Average 28.2333 29.9667 52.4000 57.1667
Num. of Best 21 17 13 13

IWM and NDM or SWP. There are mainly two reasons for the performance gap

between Distributed IWM and Centralized IWM. First, since Distributed IWM only

uses local knowledge of each node, the path cost computed by the protocol is not as

accurate as that by Centralized IWM. A node does not learn the accurate topology

in its two hop neighborhood, and thus does not model the interference around it as

accurately as Centralized IWM does. Second, during the process of flooding RREQ

messages to the network, and sending RRER messages back to the sender, some

useful RREQ messages might be dropped or lost in the middle of the network, thus

the sender does not obtain the best path all the time.

Table 3.7. Performance of the Distributed IWM in a Grid Network: the ratio of bad
frames

Centralized IWM Distributed IWM NDM SWP
Average 0.0334 0.0684 0.1041 0.1009

Num. of Best 28 18 13 10

Table 3.8. Performance of the Distributed IWM in a Grid Network: the number of
bad periods

Centralized IWM Distributed IWM NDM SWP
Average 74.8000 109.5333 189.9333 157.0333

Num. of Best 23 13 10 9

3.4 Testbed Implementation and Evaluation

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed multipath selection framework and

the IWM, we have built a small wireless ad hoc network testbed, consisting of desktops
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and laptops. In this section, we summarize the key components of the testbed, and

report the results obtained from the performance study conducted on it.

3.4.1 Software Architecture

Figure 3.8 shows the entire software architecture of a node. We have implemented

the proposed IWM protocol in the Mesh Connectivity Layer (MCL), which is an ad

hoc routing framework provided by Microsoft Research [13]. MCL implements a

virtual network adapter, i.e. an interposition layer between layer 2 ( the link layer )

and layer 3 ( the network layer). The original MCL maintains a link cache in each

node to store loss rate and bandwidth information of each link. Also the original MCL

implements a routing protocol named Link Quality Source Routing (LQSR) to route

packets. The LQSR supports different link-quality metrics, e.g. Weighted Cumulative

Expected Transmission Time (WCETT) and Expected Transmission Count (ETX)

[13].

We have made two major modifications to MCL. First we implement IWM inside

the MCL framework such that it coexists with the LQSR in MCL. When forwarding

a packet, the MCL uses one bit of information transmitted from the upper layer to

decide which routing protocol to use. If the packet is high priority video packet,

MCL uses IWM to route it, otherwise, it still uses LQSR. This way, we can run IWM

and LQSR simultaneously in the network, and compare them under same network

conditions. In our experiments, IWM is used to route MDC packets and LQSR is

used to route SDC packets1. The second modification we have made is to enable the

estimation of flow rate of each link in order to compute the PDP using the scheme

described in Section 3.1.6. We set α in Equation (3.17) to be 0.1.

1Recall that SDC rate is about 30% - 60% lower than that of MDC video due to compression
inefficiency of MDC.
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We have also implemented both MDC and SDC streaming protocol in the applica-

tion layer. In the streaming protocol, we have implemented timestamping, sequence

numbering, feedback functions and the rate control scheme to be described in the next

section. UDP sockets are used at the transport layer. The deadline of each frame is

2 seconds after the transmission time. If a packet is received after its deadline, it is

discarded.

3.4.2 A Simple Rate Control Scheme

In our multipath selection framework, we assume that there exists a rate control

scheme to determine the video application’s sending rate. This way the sending rate

can be adjusted according to the amount of congestion in the network.

The basic idea behind our rate control scheme is to employ an Additive Increase

Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm, which is the default congestion control

mechanism used in TCP today. The receiver transmits a feedback packet to the

sender periodically, in order to inform the sender whether the network is congested.

Since PDP due to contention and wireless channel error is generally small, due to

802.11 MAC layer retransmissions, the scheme uses lost packets as a signal to detect

congestion. The receiver detects lost packets using sequence numbers carried by

each packet. In order to alleviate the out-of-order problem caused by multipath

transmission, the receiver counts packets received from each path separately.

At the sender side, after receiving the feedback packet, if the network is not con-

gested, the sender increases the video transmission rate by 1 fps in each time period.

If the network is congested, the sender decreases the video frame rate immediately

by half. If the sender has not received one feedback packet in a time interval twice of

the feedback period, this triggers a timeout event, and the sender reduces the video

transmission rate to the minimum transmission rate.
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For simplicity, we change the transmission bit rate through changing the number

of transmitted video frames per unit time without even dropping a frame. This has

the effect of changing the playback duration of a given chip at the receiver. Our

motivation for doing so is purely ease of implementation. This way, we do not have

to implement fine grain or temporal scalability in order to compute our metrics, such

as ratio of bad frames or bad periods. For a fixed GOP, this method results in the

same metrics as modifying the encoding and decoding rate on-the-fly, i.e. applying

temporal scalability. For example, assuming GOP of 15, if frame #4 is non-decodable,

the number of bad frames for both methods is 12.

3.4.3 Testbed Setup

We deploy an 11-node wireless ad hoc network testbed on the third floor of Cory

Hall, the office building of EECS, University of California at Berkeley. The nodes

are placed in offices and in the aisles, which are separated from each other with

floor-to-ceiling walls and solid wood doors. Figure 3.9 shows the deployment of our

testbed.

Each node in the testbed is either a standard desktop or laptop running Windows

XP. Each desktop is equipped with either a Linksys 802.11 a/b/g PCI card or a

Netgear 802.11 a/b/g PCI card. Similarly, each laptop is equipped with either a

Linksys 802.11 a/b/g PCMCIA card or a Netgear 802.11 a/b/g PCMCIA card. All

cards operate in the ad hoc mode.

All of our experiments were conducted over IPv4 using statically assigned ad-

dresses. Except for configuring ad hoc mode and fixing the frequency band and chan-

nel number, we use the default configuration for the radios. The cards all perform

autorate selection.
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3.4.4 802.11g wireless ad hoc network result: static nodes

We first performed a series of tests to show the performance of our proposed

Centralized IWM in 802.11g wireless ad hoc network. We carried out eight 300

second long experiments. Only nodes 1 to 7, 9 and 11 are activated in this scenario.

Nodes 1 and 2 are MDC and SDC video senders respectively, and nodes 5 and 6 are

MDC and SDC video receivers separately. In ad hoc mode, both Netgear and Linksys

cards’ maximum throughput is only 11 Mbps.

We compare our proposed IWM and MDC with LQSR using metric WCETT and

SDC. Metric WCETT has been shown to be more effective than other path selection

metrics, e.g. ETX and shortest path, for single path routing[13].

Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(b) show the result of the ratio of bad frames and the

number of bad periods for all eight runs. As seen, performance of IWM/MDC is

significantly better than that of LQSR/SDC in all eight runs. During the experiment,

we observed that the throughput of each link change drastically due to the change

of channel quality resulting in packet drops. Since our proposed scheme transmits

MDC through two node-disjoint paths, packets of different descriptions are usually

not dropped simultaneously. Thus both the ratio of bad frames and the number of

bad periods are reduced.

Figure 3.11 shows the result of PSNR of the received video for all eight runs. In

seven out of eight runs, IWM outperforms LQSR by several dBs, and on average,

IWM outperforms LQSR by 2.8 dB. We plot PSNR and loss traces of run1 using

IWM/MDC and LQSR/SDC in Figures 3.12 and 3.13 respectively. For IWM/MDC,

it can be seen in Figure 3.12(a) that PSNR drops gracefully, when there is packet

loss only in one substream. As seen in Figure 3.12(b), most of the time, packet losses

of two substreams do not overlap, thus reducing both the number and the amount

of PSNR drops. The PSNR curve of LQSR/SDC shown in Figure 3.13(a) has more
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frequent and severe drops than that of IWM/MDC; this is because PSNR drops for

every packet drop in SDC video, and would drop severely when there is a burst of

packet loss.

3.4.5 802.11a wireless ad hoc network result: static nodes

We have performed a series of tests in 802.11a wireless ad hoc networks. The

maximum throughput of each link is 54 Mbps, which is much larger than that of a

802.11g wireless ad hoc network. We do not expect the results of a 802.11a network to

be different from a 802.11g network, except we need to create large cross traffic flows

to make the network congested. We have carried out ten 360 second long experiments

with varying cross traffic level. The senders and receivers are the same as those of the

previous experiments. In runs 1 through 8, there are two one hop UDP cross traffic,

whose bit rate is changed every 30 seconds based on uniform distribution. In runs 9

and 10, the cross traffic is one two-hop TCP connection.

Figures 3.14(a) and 3.14(b) show the result of the ratio of bad frames and the

number of bad periods of all ten runs. The horizontal axis shows the average bit rate

of combined cross traffic. As seen, IWM/MDC significantly outperforms LQSR/SDC

in nine out of ten runs, and the performance gap with IWM/MDC and LQSR/SDC

increases as cross traffic increases. Once again, this shows the advantage of path

diversity with MDC over single path transmission of SDC video.

Figure 3.15 compares PSNR of two schemes for all ten runs. On average,

IWM/MDC outperforms LQSR/SDC by 1.1 dB, and in eight out of ten runs. The

reason for slightly worse performance in runs 2 and 3 is low packet loss rate for both

schemes in these runs. As a result, the PSNR of received video in these runs are close

to the PSNRs of original MDC and SDC videos respectively. The PSNR of encoded

MDC is slightly lower than that of encoded SDC, because in practice it is very hard
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to make two video flows achieve the exact same PSNRs. In general, we would expect

performance gain of IWM/MDC over LQSR/SDC to become wider as packet drop

probability increases, which is also in agreement with the results in Figure 3.14.

We plot PSNR, loss traces and frame rate traces of run 7, i.e. the first run with

cross traffic 8000 kbps, using IWM/MDC and LQSR/SDC in Figures 3.16 and 3.17

respectively. IWM/MDC outperforms LQSR/SDC by 1.1 dB in run 7. As seen in

Figure 3.16(a), for IWM/MDC, PSNR drops gracefully, when there is packet loss in

only one substream. As seen in Figure 3.16(b), most of the time, packet losses of

two substreams do not overlap, thus reducing both the number and the amount of

PSNR drops. The PSNR curve of LQSR/SDC shown in Figure 3.17(a) has more

frequent and severe drops than that of IWM/MDC; this is because PSNR drops for

every packet drop in SDC video, and would drop severely when there is a burst of

packet loss. As seen in Figure 3.16(e), our simple rate/frame control scheme adjusts

the video rate promptly, whenever there is packet drop in any path, and keeps the

maximum sending rate, whenever there is no packet drop.

3.4.6 802.11a wireless ad hoc network result: moving nodes

We also carried out experiments with one moving node in 802.11a wireless ad hoc

networks. In these experiments, we do not take into account PDP due to mobility

even though the nodes are slowly moving. During the experiment, we randomly select

one laptop, move it to a random position, and repeat the process. The senders and

receivers are the same as those of previous experiments. At any time, there is always

one laptop moving. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the results of three 600 seconds

experimental run.

As seen in Figure 3.18, the ratio of bad frames and the number of bad periods are

both greatly reduced for IWM/MDC in all three runs. With the continuous movement
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of one node, one path is broken from time to time. If the path selected by LQSR

is broken during the video transmission, the SDC receiver suffers from packet loss

and interruption of video playback. In contrast, even if one path selected by IWM is

broken, the received video quality is still acceptable. Figure 3.19 compares PSNR of

two schemes. Averaged over three runs, IWM outperforms LQSR by 2.1 dBs.

We plot PSNR and loss traces of run2 using IWM/MDC and LQSR/SDC in Fig-

ures 3.20 and 3.21 respectively. For IWM/MDC, it can be seen in Figure 3.20(a) that

PSNR drops gracefully, when there is packet loss only in one substream. Shown in Fig-

ure 3.20(b), packet losses of two substreams do not overlap most of the time, because

two paths do not fail simultaneously in general. The PSNR curve of LQSR/SDC

shown in Figure 3.21(a) has much more frequent and severe drops than that of

IWM/MDC.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose a novel multipath streaming framework in order to

provide robustness in video communication applications over wireless ad hoc networks.

We have proposed a model to estimate the concurrent PDP of two paths by taking

into account the interference between different links, and formulate an optimization

problem in order to select two paths with minimum concurrent PDP, which optimizes

the worst case MDC video quality over all times. Then we propose a heuristic IWM

routing protocol based on our path selection model, whose performance is shown to

be close to that of the ”optimal routing”, and significantly better than that of existing

schemes, through both NS simulations and actual experiments in a testbed.
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Figure 3.4. Simulation Results comparing OMR, IWM, NDM, SWP on the 7×7 Grid
Network for 30 runs: (a) The ratio of bad frames; (b)The number of bad periods.
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Figure 3.5. Length of the achievable Shortest Path for the 7× 7 Grid Network
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Figure 3.6. Simulation Results for the Random Network comparing OMR, IWM,
NDM, SWP for 30 runs: (a) The ratio of bad frames; (b)The number of bad periods.
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Figure 3.7. Performance of the Centralized IWM, Distributed IWM, NDM, SWP
in a Grid Network for 30 runs: (a) The ratio of bad frames; (b)The number of bad
periods.
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Figure 3.8. Software Architecture

Figure 3.9. Nodes Deployment of the Testbed
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Figure 3.10. Performance evaluation for 802.11g with static nodes (a) The ratio of
bad frames; (b)The number of bad periods.
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Figure 3.11. PSNR performance evaluation for 802.11g with static nodes
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Figure 3.12. Performance evaluation for 802.11g with static nodes (a) PSNR of the
received frames using IWM and MDC; (b) Number of Frames that both descriptions
are lost; (c) Lost packets per GOP for substream 0; (d) Lost packets per GOP for
substream 1.
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Figure 3.13. Performance evaluation for 802.11g with static nodes (a) PSNR of the
received frames using LQSR and SDC; (b) Lost packets per GOP for the stream.
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Figure 3.14. Performance Evaluation for 802.11a with static nodes (a) The ratio of
bad frames; (b)The number of bad periods.
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Figure 3.15. PSNR performance evaluation for 802.11a with static nodes
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Figure 3.16. Performance Evaluation for 802.11a with static nodes (a) PSNR of the
received frames using IWM and MDC; (b) Number of Frames that both descriptions
are lost; (c) Lost frames per GOP for substream 0; (d) Lost frames per GOP for
substream 1; (e) Sending frame rate.
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Figure 3.17. Performance Evaluation for 802.11a with static nodes (a) PSNR of the
received frames using LQSR and SDC; (b) Lost frames per GOP for the stream; (c)
Sending frame rate.
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Figure 3.18. Performance Evaluation for 802.11a with moving node (a) The ratio of
bad frames; (b)The number of bad periods.
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Figure 3.19. PSNR performance evaluation for 802.11a with moving node
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Figure 3.20. Performance Evaluation for 802.11a with moving node (a) PSNR of the
received frames using IWM and MDC; (b) Number of Frames that both descriptions
are lost; (c) Lost packets per GOP for substream 0; (d) Lost packets per GOP for
substream 1.
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Figure 3.21. Performance Evaluation for 802.11a with moving node (a) PSNR of the
received frames using LQSR and SDC; (b) Lost packets per GOP for the stream.
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Chapter 4

Multiple Tree Video Multicast in

Wireless Ad Hoc Networks

In this chapter, we first introduce an architecture for multiple tree video multicast

communication over wireless ad hoc networks. The basic idea is to split the video into

multiple parts and send each part over a different tree, which are ideally disjoint with

each other so as to increase robustness to loss and other transmission degradations.

We show that for a given level of tree connectivity, the difference between the node

densities required for single and double tree schemes is small. Thus building multiple

trees does not increase the cost of network deployment significantly.

We then propose Serial MDTMR, which constructs two disjoint multicast trees

sequentially in a distributed way, to facilitate multiple tree video multicast. This

scheme results in reasonable tree connectivity while maintaining disjointness of two

trees.

However Serial MDTMR has a larger routing overhead and construction delay

than conventional single tree multicast routing protocols, as it constructs the trees

in a sequential manner. To alleviate these drawbacks, we further propose Parallel
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MNTMR in which nearly disjoint trees are constructed in parallel, and in a distributed

way. Using the Parallel MNTMR, each receiver is able to always connect to two trees,

regardless of the node density. Simulations show that multiple tree video multicast

with both Serial MDTMR and Parallel MNTMR improve video quality significantly

compared to single tree video multicast; at the same time routing overhead and

construction delay of Parallel MNTMR is approximately the same as that of a single

tree multicast protocol.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we introduce a

multiple tree video multicast framework. We discuss the feasibility of multiple tree

multicast protocols in Section 4.2. We propose Serial MDTMR in Section 4.3, and

introduce Parallel MNTMR and Parallel MNTMR with local subtree optimization in

Section 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Simulation results are represented in Section 4.6 and

Section 4.7 concludes this chapter.

4.1 Multiple Tree Video Multicast Framework

Our proposed multiple tree multicast video communication system consists of

two parts: a multicast routing protocol to construct multiple trees, and a scheme to

distribute video packets into different trees. For the latter part, we employ MDC

video to form multiple video streams, and transmit different video streams through

different trees. If packet drop over two trees are not correlated, when some packets in

one tree do not arrive at the destination on time, the receiver continues to decode and

display packets corresponding to the other description on the other tree, resulting in

acceptable video quality without interruption [86]. In this chapter, we assume that

the network is lightly loaded, i.e. mobility and poor channel condition rather than

congestion are major reasons for packet drop. In this case, multiple tree multicast
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with MDC effectively alleviates undesirable effects caused by packet drop due to

mobility and poor channels.

Our proposed multiple tree multicast packet forwarding works as follows. The

application layer protocol sets a tree-flag in each packet’s header to determine the

tree to which the packet should be forwarded. The multiple tree multicast protocol

forwards the packet in different trees according to the tree-flag as follows: when a

node receives a data packet, it checks the node’s Forwarding Table for the forwarding

status and Message Cache to avoid forwarding duplicate data packet. The node

forwards a non-duplicate packet forwarded in tree-y, if it is a forwarder for tree-y.

Each packet flows along the corresponding tree from the sender to the receivers, but is

not constrained to follow pre-set branches in the tree, as in the tree flood approach [24]

or the forwarding group flooding approach [22]. Thus our packet forwarding scheme

utilizes the broadcast nature of wireless ad hoc networks to obtain extra diversity

gain without using extra network resources. Our packet forwarding scheme does not

support packet forwarding across the trees, since nodes in one tree are unaware of the

status of nodes in the other tree.

4.2 Feasibility of Multiple Tree Multicast Proto-

cols

In this section, we first define the level of tree connectivity as the expected value

of the ratio between the average number of receivers connected to each multicast tree

and the total number of receivers. As we have argued, tree diversity is an effective

technique to reduce the effects of tree failure, but it also reduces connectivity level

as compared to single tree scheme for the same node density. If double tree scheme
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requires a significant increase in node density in order to keep a high connectivity

level, it may be too expensive to implement in practical situations.

Through analysis, we show that for a given level of tree connectivity, the difference

between node densities required for single and double tree schemes is no larger than

a logarithm factor of node density required for double tree schemes. This means

that the required density for double tree scheme is not significantly larger than that

of single tree scheme, and that tree diversity is a feasible technique to improve the

robustness of multicast video transmission over wireless ad hoc networks.

4.2.1 Related Works and Problem Formulation

In recent years, there has been a number of papers on the problem of path connec-

tivity in wireless ad hoc networks [87][88][89][90][91]. The problem can be described

as follows: If two nodes are to be chosen at random, what is the probability of having

a path between them? Let r denote the radio link range, λ the density of nodes, i.e.

in the number of nodes per unit area, n the total number of nodes, and m the total

number of receivers. We assume a Poisson Boolean model B(λ, r), where nodes are

distributed according to a Poisson point process of density λ in a square field of size

A.

Philips et. al. [87] have shown that choosing r =
√

(1−ε) ln(A)
πλ

for any ε > 0

leads to an asymptotically disconnected network as A → ∞. They conjectured that

choosing r =
√

(1+ε) ln(A)
πλ

would lead to asymptotic connectivity. Gupta and Kumar

[88] have proved that r =
√

ln(n)+c(n)
πλ

leads to asymptotic connectivity if and only

if c(n) → ∞ as n → ∞. Dousse et. al. have stated that there exists one critical

density λc, such that if the density λ < λc, all the connected clusters are almost

surely bounded; otherwise, almost surely there exists one unique unbounded super

connected cluster[89].
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In this section, we first define tree connectivity as follows [92]:

Definition 4.1: Tree connectivity P is defined as

P , E[
N

M
] (4.1)

where M is the product of the total number of receivers and the number of trees,

N =
m∑

i=1

ni, with ni denoting the number of trees that receiver i connects to, and m

denoting the number of receivers. For single tree scheme, M = m, and for double

tree scheme, M = 2m. It can be shown that in general 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Given a random

topology with n nodes, one random sender and m random receivers, N is the sum

of all receivers connected to each multicast tree, and E[N ] is the expected value of

N over all topologies. The definition of tree connectivity is a natural extension of

that of path connectivity. It is actually asymptotic average ratio between receivers

which connect to each multicast tree, and the total number of receivers, as the total

number of nodes grows. Tree connectivity is a measure of the tree construction ability

of a multicast routing protocol. For example, if we want to connect one sender to

20 receivers via 2 trees, and the resulting trees connect 18 receivers to 2 trees and 2

receivers to 1 tree, the tree connectivity P = (18×2+2)/(2×20) = 0.95. Alternatively

if only 2 receivers are connected to 2 trees and 18 receivers are connected to 1 tree,

the tree connectivity P = (18 + 2 × 2)/(2 × 20) = 0.55. Clearly, it is desirable to

design tree construction scheme with as high tree connectivity level, P , as possible.

In this section, for a given level of tree connectivity, we study the relation between

node density required for single and double tree schemes. The problem is formulated

as follows: given tree connectivity level P , what is the relation between D1 and D2,

the minimal node density to assure that tree connectivity above P for single and

double disjoint multicast tree schemes?

We make the following assumptions:
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1. We assume that node density of the network is higher than the critical density

λc, i.e. the network is in the supercritical phase, and there exists one infinite

unbounded super-cluster in the network. We use θ to denote the fraction of

nodes belonging to the unbounded super-cluster. θ can also be defined as the

probability of an arbitrary node belonging to the unbounded cluster, and is

called percolation probability. Note that in the supercritical phase, θ is close to

1.

2. The total number of nodes is infinite and the size of the deployment area is

infinite.

3. The ratio of the number of receivers to the total number of nodes is small.

We have summarized symbols used in this chapter in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Single Multicast Tree Construction Schemes

We have the following result for single tree schemes.

Theorem 4.1: The tree connectivity level for a single tree scheme is given by

P1 ≈ θ2
1 (4.2)

where θ1 denotes the fraction of nodes belonging to the super-cluster in the single

tree case.

The proof is shown in the Appendix B.1.

4.2.3 Double Disjoint Tree Construction Schemes

We establish the following results for double disjoint tree schemes.
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Table 4.1. Symbols used in Chapter 4
Symbols Definition

n the total number of nodes
m the total number of receivers
r radio link range
θ fraction of nodes belonging to the infinite super-cluster
S the sender
Ri Receiver i

X(S) the number of nodes of the cluster
to which the sender belongs

H the set of nodes of the infinite super-cluster
P tree connectivity level

N N =
m∑

i=1

ni

ni the number of trees that Ri connects to
M the product of the total number of receivers

and the number of trees
D1, D2 node density required for single and double tree

schemes respectively to achieve the same tree connectivity level
P1, P2 tree connectivity level corresponding to

single tree scheme with D1,
and double tree scheme with D2

θ1, θ2 fraction of nodes belonging to the super-cluster
corresponding to D1 and D2 respectively

Claim 4.1 : Define receiver sets A = {R : Ne(R) ≥ 2, R ∈ H} and B = {R : R ∈
H ′}, where Ne(R) denotes the number of receiver R’s neighbors, H and H ′ denote

the connected infinite supercluster and the one after removing all the middle nodes

of the first tree respectively. Then there exists at least one tree scheme that makes

A ≈ B.

The proof of the claim is shown in the Appendix B.2.

Theorem 4.2: Consider an infinite wireless network, with nodes assumed to be

distributed according to two-dimensional poisson process. Let D1 denote the required

node density to achieve a given tree connectivity level, P , in a single tree case. If

D1 > λc, there exists at least one double disjoint tree whose required node density
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D2 to achieve P satisfies

D2 − ln(πD2r
2 + 1)

πr2
≤ D1 ≤ D2 (4.3)

where r is the radio link range.

The detailed proof is shown in Appendix B.3.

We can see from Theorem 4.2 that the difference between D1 and D2 is only

a logarithm factor of D2, which is small compared to the value of D1 and D2. The

difference is negligible as D1, D2 →∞, which are requirements for keeping the network

connected as the number of total nodes n → ∞ [87][88]. Thus we conclude that the

required density for double disjoint tree schemes is not significantly larger than that

of single tree schemes, and that tree diversity is a feasible technique to improve the

robustness of multicast video transmission over wireless ad hoc networks.

4.3 Serial Multiple Disjoint Tree Multicast Rout-

ing (Serial MDTMR)

Due to the nature of MDC, the less correlated packet drop between two trees,

the more robust the video multicast. We assume that the network is lightly loaded,

i.e. mobility and poor channel conditions rather than congestion are major causes of

packet drop. In this case, if two trees do not share any middle nodes, packet drop over

two trees are independent. Thus our main objective in the design of Serial MDTMR

is to construct two node-disjoint multicast trees.

The proposed serial MDTMR constructs two node-disjoint trees in a distributed

way. First we build a shortest path multicast tree. Then after requiring all the

middle nodes in the first tree not to be middle nodes of the second tree, we construct

another shortest path tree. Since these two trees do not share middle nodes at all,
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they are node disjoint. Since Serial MDTMR is a way of constructing two disjoint

multicast trees, it can be easily applied on top of any suitable single tree multicast

routing protocol. Without loss of generality, we design the detailed Serial MDTMR

based on ODMRP [22], since ODMRP has been demonstrated to perform well and is

well known [23]. By comparing Serial MDTMR and ODMRP, it is easy to quantify

the performance gain obtained by the multiple tree multicast routing. We can also

design detailed Serial MDTMR based on other multicast routing protocols [23-30],

taking advantage of their individual strengths. For example, we could apply a local

repair scheme similar to [24] to maintain the tree structure with less control overhead.

When a middle node or receiver detects that it is disconnected from the corresponding

multicast forwarding tree tree-x, where x is 0 or 1, it initiates a local repair of tree-x,

which searches the neighborhood of the middle node or receiver in order to find a new

upstream node to reconnect the middle node or receiver to tree-x. To keep two trees

disjoint, the middle node or receiver only selects a node, which is not a forwarding

node for tree-(1-x), as its new upstream node.

Similar to ODMRP, group membership and multicast trees in Serial MDTMR

are established and updated by the source on demand. When a multicast source has

packets to send, it periodically triggers a two step multicast tree construction/refresh

process. In the first step, the multicast source broadcasts to the entire network a

JOIN REQUEST message, which includes the tree ID. When a node receives a non-

duplicate JOIN REQUEST message for the first tree, it stores the upstream node

ID, and rebroadcasts the packet. When the JOIN REQUEST message reaches a

multicast receiver, the receiver unicasts a JOIN ACK message to the multicast source

via the reverse shortest path. When a middle node in the reverse path receives a

non-duplicate JOIN ACK message, it updates its corresponding forwarding state in

the Forwarding Table, and forwards the message to its upstream node. Each middle
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node of the tree only forwards the JOIN ACK message once in one tree construction

cycle.

After receiving the first JOIN ACK message, the multicast source waits for a short

time period before broadcasting another round of JOIN REQUEST message for the

second tree in order to ensure the disjointness of two trees. When a node receives

a non-duplicate JOIN REQUEST message, it forwards the packet only if it is not

a middle node of the first tree in this round. When the JOIN REQUEST message

reaches a receiver, the receiver unicasts back a JOIN ACK message to the multicast

source to set up the second tree.

We compare tree connectivity of single shortest path tree and Serial MDTMR as

a function of node density through simulations, as shown in Figure 4.1. Note that

for Serial MDTMR, tree connectivity is averaged across two trees. The total number

of nodes is 1000, with 50 receivers. The nodes are randomly distributed according

to a two-dimensional poisson process. The results are averaged over 5000 runs. As

seen, there is only a small performance gap between the two schemes when node

density is larger than 7 nodes per neighborhood. For example, when node density

is 8.2 nodes per neighborhood, tree connectivity of a single tree scheme and Serial

MDTMR is around 0.99 and 0.95 respectively. Therefore, Serial MDTMR achieves

reasonable tree connectivity, while maintaining the disjointness of two trees, through

a very simple approach.

Figure 4.2 shows simulations results relating the required node density for single

tree D1 and Serial MDTMR D2 for various tree connectivity levels, ranging from

0 to 1. The value of tree connectivity level for each point can be obtained from

Figure 4.1, using the curve Serial MDTMR and node density D2. It also shows

corresponding lower bounds and upper bounds for node density D1 according to

Equation (4.3) provided by Theorem 4.2. As seen, Serial MDTMR curve fits in
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between the lower and upper bounds quite well, which means that in terms of tree

connectivity, the performance of Serial MDTMR is close to that of an ideal double

disjoint tree construction scheme.
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Figure 4.1. Tree connectivity of Serial MDTMR

4.4 Parallel Multiple Nearly-Disjoint Tree Multi-

cast Routing (Parallel MNTMR)

Serial MDTMR achieves reasonable tree connectivity, while maintaining the dis-

jointness of two trees. However its routing overhead and construction delay are po-

tentially twice as much as that of a parallel scheme that would build two trees si-

multaneously. In this section, we propose a novel parallel double tree scheme, named

Parallel MNTMR, to overcome the above disadvantages of Serial MDTMR. We have

four main design goals for the Parallel MNTMR:

• Low routing overhead and construction delay : The routing overhead and con-
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struction delay of Parallel MNTMR should be similar to that of a typical single

tree multicast routing protocol.

• High tree connectivity : if a receiver is connected to the sender, it should be able

to be connected to both trees.

• Low tree similarity : The ratio of the number of shared nodes of two trees to

the number of nodes of the smaller tree should be minimized.

• Distributedness : The protocol should be fully distributed.

To measure the level of disjointness of two trees, we define tree similarity, S,

between two trees as the ratio of the number of shared nodes to the number of middle

nodes of the tree with a smaller number of middle nodes. Tree similarity between two

disjoint trees is zero, and between two identical trees is one. The lower tree similarity

between two trees, the lower correlated packet drop across two trees, and hence, the

more effective multiple tree video multicasting is in achieving high video quality.
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Ideally, we desire a multicast routing protocol to achieve both a high tree connec-

tivity level and a low tree similarity level in video applications space. However, if the

node density is low, it might not be possible to maintain both a high tree connectivity

and a low tree similarity. In this case, Parallel MNTMR would first try to achieve

high tree connectivity, and then try to make tree similarity as low as possible. We

consider tree connectivity to be more important than tree similarity in the sense that

a receiver first needs to connect to the sender in order to receive video packets. On

the other hand, for sufficiently high node density or sufficiently large radio range, we

would expect a routing protocol to be able to achieve both a high tree connectivity

level and a low tree similarity level.

4.4.1 Overview

In a general single-tree multicast protocol, e.g. ODMRP, when a multicast source

has packets to send, it triggers a multicast tree construction process by broadcasting

a Join Query (JQ) message to its neighbors. Each node further forwards its earliest

received JQ message to its neighbors, until the JQ message arrives at the receivers.

Each receiver sends back a Join Reply (JR) message to the sender to construct the

multicast tree.

In Parallel MNTMR, we apply similar JQ and JR processes to construct two

nearly-disjoint trees in parallel. We require each node to forward the JQ message

at most once in each JQ process, thus the amount of routing overhead of Parallel

MNTMR is similar to that of a corresponding single tree multicast protocol.

The basic idea behind parallel tree construction is to classify all the nodes ran-

domly into one of two categories, i.e. group 0 or group 1, based on uniform distribu-

tion. The protocol could potentially build tree-0 purely from nodes in group-0, and

tree-1 purely from nodes in group-1, resulting in two node-disjoint trees. However this
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approach achieves low tree connectivity when the node density is not high enough,

since it is equivalent to partitioning the network into two networks with half of the

node density. Route query messages may sometimes even be blocked in the middle

of the network, causing some receivers, which are physically connected to the sender,

to be connected to neither tree.

To increase the tree connectivity level, Parallel MNTMR forces each node, which

is physically connected to the sender, to forward a JQ message once in a JQ process.

We define a pure JQ message as one whose route only consists of nodes in the same

group, and a mixed JQ message as one whose route consists of nodes in both groups.

We also classify JQ messages based on the group of the last hop of the message. We

call a JQ message a group-0 message, if the last hop belongs to group-0; otherwise

we call it a group-1 message. We summarize the types of JQ messages in Table 4.2.

During the JQ process, nodes store selected JQ messages according to the JQ

message storing condition, to be described shortly, in their JQ Message caches, so

that they can use them later for upstream nodes selection in the JR process. A node

forwards the earliest received JQ message of the same group as the node belongs to

immediately, if it receives one. Otherwise it forwards the earliest received JQ message

of the other group, after a short delay d from receiving it. The timeout of the JQ-

delay timer should be large enough to differentiate between pure JQ messages and

mixed JQ messages, at the same time as being small enough to reduce the overall

delay in constructing the trees. Assuming tp is the propagation delay of one hop, the

delay of a pure JQ message traversing n hops is ntp. The delay of a n-hop mixed

JQ message is ntp + md, where m is the number of group node changes within the

message, since an extra delay d is incurred every time the current node and the last

hop of the message are not in the same group. Thus pure JQ messages have lower

overall delay, and are therefore selected and forwarded with a priority over mixed JQ
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messages ; as will be seen shortly, this improves the disjointness of the constructed

trees in the JR process.

After receiving JQ messages, a receiver selects one upstream node for each tree

according to the upstream node selection rule, to be described shortly, and sends back

two JR messages to the sender via selected upstream nodes to initiate the process of

constructing two trees. When a middle node receives a non-duplicate JR message,

it also selects its upstream node according to the upstream node selection rule, and

forwards the JR message to the selected upstream node, until the JR message reaches

the sender. The basic idea behind the upstream node selection rule is to encourage

nodes close to each other select the same upstream node for the same tree, and not

to select middle nodes of the other tree. This is because ideally, one would like to

make (a) middle nodes of one tree to serve as many nodes in a given neighborhood

as possible, and (b) two trees to share as few middle nodes as possible. This is

accomplished by synchronizing the selection of upstream nodes for different nodes in

a distributed fashion.

Table 4.2. Classification of JQ messages
Type of JQ messages Definition

Pure JQ message A JQ message which is only forwarded
by nodes in the same group

Mixed JQ message A JQ message which is forwarded
by nodes in both groups

Group-i JQ message A JQ message whose last hop is a group-i node

4.4.2 Conditions and Rules

Parallel MNTMR applies the following conditions and rules on each node to con-

trol the flow of JQ and JR messages, in order to construct two trees with both high

tree connectivity and low tree similarity. Without loss of generality, we assume the

current node a is in group x, where x could be 0 or 1.
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• JQ message storing condition: During the JQ process, node a stores received

JQ messages in its JQ Message cache, so that it can later use them to select its

upstream node in the JR process. However if node a stores every received JQ

message, it is likely that the protocol constructs trees with loops. For instance,

if node b receives a JQ message forwarded by node a, node a is a candidate

upstream node for node b; similarly node a could receive a JQ message forwarded

by node b, making node b a candidate upstream node for node a. This could

potentially result in node a selecting node b and node b selecting node a as their

upstream nodes at the same time, thus forming a loop.

In order to obtain two loop-free trees in the JR process, each node only stores JQ

messages satisfying the storing condition into its JQ Message Cache. Basically

the storing condition helps node a eliminate those nodes which are possible

offsprings of node a, as candidate nodes for its upstream node, thus avoiding

loops in the constructed trees. A JQ message received by node a satisfies the

storing condition, either if it is the first JQ message that node a receives in

the current JQ round, or if the following two conditions are satisfied: (a) the

number of hops it has travelled is no larger than that of the first received JQ

message of node a plus one, and (b) the JQ message has not been forwarded by

node a. Condition (a) helps node a eliminate those nodes, which have a much

longer distance from the sender than the shortest distance, as candidate nodes

for its upstream node, while condition (b) guarantees the trees to be loop-free.

• JQ message forwarding condition: Before node a in group x can decide as to

whether or not to forward a JQ message, it has to determine whether a received

JQ message is a group-x JQ message. If a JQ message satisfies the forwarding

condition, it is forwarded immediately. Otherwise, it is either forwarded after a

short delay, or not forwarded at all if node a has already forwarded a JQ message

in this JQ round. The forwarding condition results in pure group-x JQ messages
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being selected and forwarded with a priority over mixed JQ messages, thus

helping the protocol construct trees that are as disjoint as possible. Formally

a JQ message satisfies the forwarding condition, if the following two conditions

hold true: (a) node a has not forwarded a JQ message in this JQ round, and

(b) the message’s last hop is the sender or a group-x node.

• Upstream node selection rule: The objective of the upstream node selection rule

is to maximize the disjointness of two trees. Let JQMa denote the set of all

the messages in the JQ Message Cache of node a. If there exist both group-

0 and group-1 JQ messages in JQMa, node a selects last hops of the earliest

received group-0 and group-1 JQ messages as upstream nodes for tree-0 and

tree-1 respectively. Otherwise, we assume all the JQ messages in JQMa are

group-y JQ messages. In this case, if |JQMa| > 1, node a selects last hops of

the earliest and the second earliest received JQ messages as upstream nodes for

tree-y and tree-(1 − y) respectively; otherwise if JQMa only has one element,

the last hop of the only JQ message is selected as upstream nodes for both

tree-0 and tree-1.

Using the upstream node selection rule, when nodes select an upstream node

for tree-y, they are likely to select the same upstream node for tree-y as other

close-by nodes would, and thus avoid the upstream node for tree-(1− y) chosen

by other nodes; this increases the likelihood of disjointness of two trees. The

upstream node selection rule tends to synchronize different nodes’ selection. It

is effective since neighbors are likely to have received similar JQ messages with

similar arrival times. We examine the effect of the Upstream node selection rule

in the discussion section.

Note that receivers and middle nodes share the same upstream node selection
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rule. Receivers need to apply the rule twice for tree-0 and tree-1 separately, and

middle nodes only apply the rule once for the specific tree they belong to.

4.4.3 Detailed Double Nearly-Disjoint Tree Construction

Similar to ODMRP, when a multicast source has packets to send, it triggers a

multicast tree construction process by broadcasting a JQ message to its neighbors.

When a node receives a group-y JQ message, if the message satisfies the storing

condition, the node stores it into the JQ Message Cache for later usage in the JR

process; otherwise, the message is simply discarded. If the message also satisfies

the forwarding condition, the current node forwards the JQ message to its neighbors

immediately; otherwise if the JQ message is the earliest received JQ message in

the current JQ round, the node sets a JQ-delay timer. When the JQ-delay timer

expires, if the node has not forwarded a JQ message in this JQ round, it forwards the

earliest received JQ message at that time. The JQ-delay scheme tends to make pure

JQ messages be selected and forwarded with a priority over mixed JQ messages in

the distributed tree construction process. We provide pseudocode for processing JQ

messages in Algorithm 2. We also provide flow diagram for processing JQ messages

in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

When a receiver receives a group-y JQ Message, if the message is a pure JQ

message, and the node has not initiated a JR message in this JQ round for tree-y, it

selects the last hop of this JQ message as its upstream node for tree-y, and unicasts a

JR message to the sender via the selected upstream node, in order to set up tree-y. All

nodes, receiving and forwarding the JR message for tree-y, become middle nodes for

tree-y. The receiver also sets a timer upon receiving the earliest JQ message. When

the timer expires, for each tree for which it has not already initiated a JR message,

the receiver selects an upstream node according to the upstream node selection rule
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and unicasts a JR message to the sender via the selected upstream node to construct

that tree.

When a middle node receives a non-duplicate JR message for tree-x, it selects an

upstream node according to the upstream node selection rule, and forwards the JR

message to the upstream node. In the end, we obtain one tree mainly consisting of

group-0 nodes and another mainly consisting of group-1 nodes. Therefore these two

trees are likely to be nearly disjoint.

Algorithm 2 Processing JQ messages

if (The JQ message satisfies the storing condition) then

Store the message into the JQ Message Cache

if (The message satisfies the forwarding condition) then

Forward the JQ message now

else if The JQ message is the earliest received one in the current JQ round then

Set a JQ-delay timer

end if

if (The JQ message is a group-y pure JQ message) And (The node is a receiver)

AND (Not initiated a JR message for tree-y) then

Select the upstream node

Unicast a JR message to the sender for tree-y

end if

else

Discard the JQ message

end if

We visualize the tree construction process in Figure 4.5. The network consists

of one sender (S), two receivers (R1 and R2), and five other nodes. The dashed

lines denote the underlying topology of the network, dot-dashed arrows denote the

construction of the first tree, and solid arrows denote the construction of the second
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tree. We assume that nodes 1, 3, 4 belong to group-0, and nodes 2 and 5 belong to

group-1.

Using our scheme, both R1 and R2 select node 4 as their upstream node for tree-0,

and node 5 as their upstream node for tree-1. Let JQ4 and JQ5 denote node sets of

last hops of JQ messages stored in JQ Messages Caches of nodes 4 and 5 respectively.

JQ4 = {1, 2} and JQ5 = {2, 3}. According to the upstream node selection rule, node

4 selects node 1 as the upstream node for tree-0, since node 1 is a group-0 node, while

node 2 is a group-1 node. Using the same rule, node 5 selects node 2 as the upstream

node for tree-1. Thus we obtain two disjoint trees, where middle nodes of tree-0 are

nodes 1 and 4, and those of tree-1 are nodes 2 and 5. Note that each node learns the

group of its candidate upstream nodes through JQ messages.

In our current implementation, we apply the periodic update scheme of ODMRP

[22] to maintain the tree structure, since node movement causes unpredictable tree

structure breakage. It is possible to apply other tree maintainence schemes, such as

the adaptive demand-driven multicast routing (ADMR) [24], to reduce the amount of

control overhead. When a node becomes a forwarder in tree-y, it sets its forwarding

status to be 1 for tree-y. Once the forwarding status of a node is updated, it expires

after a pre-specified time, i.e. JQ refresh period. The protocol runs JQ and JR

processes every JQ refresh period to update forwarding status of forwarders, in order

to maintain the tree structure during video transmission.

4.4.4 Discussion

In this section, we argue that the proposed Parallel MNTMR achieves the three

design goals we introduced eariler. Firstly, the Parallel MNTMR builds two trees

simultaneously, and each node forwards the JQ message at most once in one JQ

round, therefore the routing overhead and the construction delay is similar to that
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of a typical single tree multicast routing protocol. Secondly, as long as a receiver

is connected to the sender, the protocol requires it to send JR messages for both

trees, therefore the tree connectivity is the same as that of a single tree protocol.

Thirdly, regarding the disjointness of the two trees constructed by Parallel MNTMR,

we propose the following claim:

Claim 4.2: Given any two nodes Na and Nb, which are middle nodes for tree-0

and tree-1 respectively, let JQa and JQb denote node sets of last hops of JQ messages

stored in the JQ Message Caches of nodes Na and Nb respectively. We sort nodes in

JQa and JQb according to the arrival time of corresponding JQ messages. Let nodes

Nc and Nd denote upstream nodes obtained by the Parallel MNTMR of nodes Na

and Nb respectively. We have Nc 6= Nd, if the first two nodes of JQa and JQb are the

same. ¥

The proof is shown in Appendix B.4. Intuitively, claim 4.2 shows that if two

nodes in different trees share the same first two JQ messages in their JQ message

caches, they will not select the same node as their upstream nodes. Thus for many

scenarios, the Parallel MNTMR is likely to maintain disjointness between two trees.

We now use the example in Figure 4.5 to demonstrate that the Parallel MNTMR

reduces the number of shared nodes between two trees in other conditions. We use

a three-bit code to denote the classification of nodes 1, 2, and 3, with the xth bit

representing the class to which node x belongs. For example, code 001 shows that

nodes 1 and 2 are group-0 nodes and node 3 is a group-1 node. We enumerate all

possible classifications of the nodes and all possible arrival sequences at node 4 and 5

of JQ messages forwarded by these three nodes manually, and summarize the results

in Table 4.3. From Table 4.3, we see that averaged over all possible classification of all

nodes, the probability that two nodes share a upstream node using Parallel MNTMR

is 1/6, while choosing at random would have resulted in 1/4.
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Table 4.3. Analysis of the scenario shown in Figure 4.5
Classification of nodes 1, 2 and 3 Probability that node 4 and 5

share the same upstream node
000 1/6
001 0
010 0
011 0
100 3/6
101 0
110 3/6
111 1/6

Average 1/6

4.5 Parallel MNTMR with Local Subtree Opti-

mization (Parallel MNTMR-LSO)

As we have shown in the previous section, the proposed Parallel MNTMR achieves

similar received video quality of a multiple tree multicast protocol, with similar control

overhead of a single tree multicast protocol. However the two trees built by MNTMR

are not guaranteed to be fully disjoint, reducing the effects of tree diversity. This

effect is more serious when the node density of the network is low. We expect to

further improve the received video quality, if we could reduce the number of shared

nodes between two trees, i.e. making them more disjoint. In this section, we propose

a local subtree optimization process with varying transmission power, to reduce the

number of shared nodes for multiple tree multicast protocols. Specifically we apply

this technique in conjunction with Parallel MNTMR.

The basic idea behind the local subtree optimization process is that a shared

node a between two trees triggers a search in its local area to obtain a non-shared

node as a replacement for itself in one tree, e.g. tree-0. The substitute should be

able to connect the parent and children of node a in tree-0, in order to maintain the

connectivity of tree-0. We then replace node a with the newly discovered non-shared
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node, as the connection between the parent and children of the shared node a in tree-

0. To increase the probability of finding a substitute for the shared node a, the local

search is operated with higher transmission power, which is equivalent to increasing

local area’s node density.

We now describe the local subtree optimization process as follows. When a node,

a, detects it is a shared forwarding node of two trees, it sends out a Tree-Opt-Inform

message to its upstream node, u, of tree-0. 1

If node u, receiving the first Tree-Opt-Inform message, is not a shared node itself,

it stores the downstream node’s ID into a local cache, and sets a tree-opt timer.

Then node u waits for a small time period to receive and store more Tree-Opt-Inform

messages from its shared downstream nodes. When the tree-opt timer expires, node

u triggers a local subtree optimization process, by broadcasting a Tree-Opt-Query

message carrying IDs of all the stored shared nodes. The time-to-live (ttl) bit of

each Tree-Opt-Query message is set to be 1, to ensure the Tree-Opt-Query message

to be forwarded only once in the upstream node’s local area. Note that in the case

that both the parent node and the child node are shared nodes, the protocol only

optimizes for the parent node, since optimizing for both nodes simultaneously breaks

tree structure unnecessarily.

We classify nodes into three categories: category 1, nodes that are not forwarders

in tree-1; category 2, shared nodes; category 3, all other nodes. Ideally we wish to

find nodes in category 1 as substitutes for shared nodes in tree-0, in order to reduce

the number of shared nodes. It is useless to select a node from category 3 into tree-0,

because the node will still be a shared node. Original shared nodes behave as backup

parents, in a sense that they are still parents for their children, which can not find

1Without loss of generality, we assume every shared node to select tree-0 to optimize. This way,
the parent only needs to search once on behalf of all its shared nodes. Future work could involve
finding a scheme that chooses intelligently as to which tree to modify.
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other category 1 nodes as their parents. We implement the above idea by using the

forwarding status of shared nodes, where forwarding status has been described in

Section 4.4.3.

In practice, when a node receives a non-duplicate Tree-Opt-Query message, with

ttl = 1, if it is a category 1 node, it forwards the message immediately, in order to

possibly reach children of shared nodes early, i.e. with a priority; otherwise if it is a

category 3 node, it simply does nothing with the message; otherwise it is a shared

node, which forwards the message after a short delay and sets its forwarding status

for tree-0 to be expired in a short time period, behaving as a backup parent. By

doing this, a child of a shared node would select a category 1 node as its new parent

with a priority, if it could find one; otherwise it has to select a shared node as its

parent, and send a message to the selected shared node to inform it to change back

to a normal forwarder, by updating its forwarding status. If every child of a shared

node a finds a new parent, i.e. node a does not receive any update message from its

children, the forwarding status of node a expires shortly, and node a is no longer a

middle node in tree-0. A child of a shared node does not need to explicitly inform its

original parent if it finds a new parent, thus reducing the control overhead.

When a child of a shared node receives the earliest Tree-Opt-Query message, it

unicasts a Tree-Opt-Reply message to the last hop of the Tree-Opt-Query message.

When a node receives the Tree-Opt-Reply message, it updates its forwarding status for

tree-0. We provide pseudocode for processing Tree-Opt-Query messages in algorithm

3.

Figure 4.6 shows one example of Parallel MNTMRLSO scheme. There are seven

nodes in the network, one sender, two receivers and four other nodes. Nodes 1 and 2

are middle nodes for tree-0 and tree-1 respectively, and node 4 is a middle shared by

tree-0 and tree-1. We use solid lines and dashed lines to represent tree-0 and tree-1
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respectively. We use dashed-dot lines to represent the route for control messages.

In step 1, shared middle node 4 sends a Tree-Opt-Inform message to its upstream

node in tree-0, node 1. In step 2, node 1 broadcasts a Tree-Opt-Query message, after

waiting for a short period. In our example, nodes 2, 3, and 4 receive the Tree-Opt-

Query message. Since node 2 is a category 3 node, it simply discards the message.

Node 3 is a category 1 node. In step 3, it forwards the Tree-Opt-Query message

immediately, and both R1 and R2 receive the message. In step 4, both R1 and R2

unicast a Tree-Opt-Reply message to node 3. After receiving the message, node 3

becomes a forwarding node in tree-0, and connects node 1 and receivers R1 and R2.

In step 5, node 4 forwards the Tree-Opt-Query after a short delay. However neither

R1 and R2 responds to this message. The old forwarding status stored in node 4 will

expire soon, and node 4 is disconnected from receivers R1 and R2.

Our goal of the local subtree optimization is to eliminate shared nodes without

breaking the tree connection. Our scheme allows children of those shared nodes to

select non-shared nodes, which are not forwarding nodes of tree-1, as upstream nodes

for tree-0 with a priority. In the worst case, original shared nodes are selected, and

the connection of the parent node and children nodes of shared nodes is maintained.

In a typical wireless ad hoc network scenario, the distribution of nodes are not

uniform in the local space scale, i.e. node density is high in some area, and is low in

some other area. The chances that shared nodes are in low density area is high, thus it

is likely that the local subtree optimization could not find alternative nodes for shared

nodes. To improve the performance of the local tree optimization process, Tree-Opt-

Query and Tree-Opt-Reply messages are transmitted with a higher power than the

transmission power used in the normal process, which is equivalent to increasing

node density of local area, thus increasing the chances of eliminating shared nodes.

Note that increasing the transmission power has some undesirable effects on the entire

network, e.g. increasing the power consumption of individual nodes and increasing the
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Algorithm 3 Processing non-duplicate Tree-Opt-Query messages

if (The ttl bit of the Tree-Opt-Query message > 0) then

if (The node a category 1 node) then

Forwards the Tree-Opt-Query message now

else if (The node is category 2 node) then

Forwards the Tree-Opt-Query message with a small delay

Sets the node’s forwarding status for tree-0 to be expired soon

else

Do nothing

end if

end if

if (The node is a child of a shared node) then

Unicasts a Tree-Opt-Reply message to the upstream node

end if

level of interference. However our main design goal of the system is to maximize the

reliability of video multicast applications by exploiting the tree diversity. We observe

that there is a trade-off between transmission power and reliability. In our local

subtree optimization scheme, we select to raise the transmission power only in a small

portion of nodes to increase the reliability level. Ideally, we should find the minimum

transmission power of each node to maintain two disjoint trees, however the search of

the minimum transmission power increases the routing overhead significantly. Thus

we fix the transmission power at two levels in our proposed scheme. The common JQ

and JR messages, and common data packets are transmitted with the low transmission

power, while control packets used in the tree-opt process and data packets forwarded

by the nodes obtained through the tree-opt process are transmitted with the high

transmission power.

Our local subtree optimization scheme with varying transmission power is differ-
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ent from traditional transmission power control schemes in wireless ad hoc networks

[94][95][96][97]. The main objectives of traditional schemes are to minimize energy

consumption and increase network throughput. In contrast, the objective of our pro-

posed scheme is to minimize the number of shared nodes between two trees through

increasing the transmission power of a small portion of forwarding nodes.

4.6 Simulation Results

We compare the performance of our proposed multiple tree multicast communi-

cation with that of multicast communication using ODMRP [22] through detailed

packet-level simulations in various mobility and communication scenarios.

4.6.1 Simulation Setup

We use a simulation model based on NS-2 [76]. We briefly introduce NS simulation

settings in 2.4.1. A detailed description of the simulation environment and the models

is available in [72].

The random waypoint model [72] is used to model mobility. We only consider the

continuous mobility case with zero pause time. To change the mobility level of the

network, we vary the maximum speed from 2.5 m/s to 15 m/s. For each maximum

speed, we randomly generate 30 different scenarios, and average the simulation results

over those 30 scenarios.

In each run, we simulate a 50 node wireless ad hoc network within a 1500 × 300

square meter area. Each simulation is 900 seconds long, and results are averaged over

30 runs. The movement of the nodes and application-layer communication traffic are

generated in advance so that they can be replayed identically for different multicast

communication protocols.
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We randomly choose one sender and eight receivers. For MDC we encode one

frame into two packets, while for SDC we encode one frame into one packet. We

set the frame rate to 8 fps, and GOP size to 15. For fairness, we set the Peak

Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of MDC and SDC to be approximately the same, i.e.

33 dB, where PSNR is a measure of video quality. To achieve approximately same

quality, standard MPEG QCIF sequence Foreman is coded with MP-MDVC [65] at

64.9 kbps for MDC, and with Matching Pursuit Codec [66] at 41.2 kbps for SDC. We

use the coded video traces to set size of video packets of the simulations. We consider

interactive video applications in which the playback deadline of each packet is 150

milliseconds (ms) after it is generated.

We evaluate the performance of the multiple tree multicast communication using

the following metrics:

a. The ratio of bad frames: In multicast scenario, the ratio of bad frames is the

ratio of the number of bad frames experienced in all the receivers to the total

number of frames that should have been decoded in all the receivers. For example,

in a multicast group with 1 sender and 5 receivers, each video frame should be

decoded a total of 5 times across 5 receivers. If 100 video frames are transmitted,

and the receivers experience 50 bad frames in total, the ratio of bad frames is 0.1.

b. The number of bad periods: A bad period consists of contiguous bad frames.

This metric reflects the number of times that received video is interrupted by the

bad frames.

c. Normalized packet overhead: The total number of control packets transmitted

by any node in the network, divided by the total number of video frames received

by all the receivers. This metric represents the control packet overhead of the

routing protocol normalized by the successful video frames received.
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d. Forwarding efficiency: The total number of data packets transmitted by any

node in the network, divided by the total number of packets received by all the re-

ceivers. This metric represents the efficiency of multicast forwarding of the routing

protocol. For video applications, forwarding efficiency is more important than the

control packet overhead, since the size of a video packet is generally much larger

than the size of a control packet.

e. Average hops of each packet: The average number of hops that each packet

takes. This metric represents the quality of the multicast trees as constructed by

the multicast routing protocol.

f. Tree similarity: The ratio of the number of shared nodes to the number of middle

nodes of the tree with a smaller number of middle nodes. This metric shows the

level of disjointness of two trees.

4.6.2 Simulation Results for Serial MDTMR and Parallel

MNTMR

We compare the following four schemes:

• Multiple tree video multicast with Parallel MNTMR and MDC;

• Multiple tree video multicast with Serial MDTMR and MDC;

• Single tree video multicast with ODMRP [22] and MDC;

• Single tree video multicast with ODMRP and SDC.

The reason we choose ODMRP as a benchmark for single tree protocols is that

it outperforms many single tree protocols [23]. Through forwarding group flooding
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technique, ODMRP uses redundant links inside the mesh structure to forward data

packets, thus increasing packet delivery ratio.

ITAMAR is another multiple tree protocol, which builds edge disjoint or nearly-

disjoint trees. However there are two obvious advantages of our proposed techniques

as compared to ITAMAR[29]: first, our protocols are distributed, rather than cen-

tralized, and hence do not require the knowledge of network topology in advance;

second, our protocols’ overhead is O(n), rather than O(n2) of ITAMAR[29], where n

is the number of total nodes.

For fair comparison, all of three multicast routing protocols use 3 seconds for the

JOIN REQUEST flooding interval, and use 4.5 seconds as a forwarding state lifetime.

Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the result of the ratio of bad frames and the num-

ber of bad periods of the four schemes respectively. As expected, both the number

of bad frames and the number of bad periods increase with maximum speed. As

seen, performance of multiple tree multicast with Parallel MNTMR is close to Se-

rial MDTMR, and they both perform much better than the other two schemes with

ODMRP. Shown in Figure 4.8, two trees obtained by Parallel MNTMR only share

approximately eight percent of nodes, which means they are nearly disjoint. This ex-

plains the reason the two multiple tree protocols perform similarly. The combination

of our proposed multiple tree multicast protocols, e.g. Parallel MNTMR or Serial

MDTMR, and MDC reduces contiguous packet loss caused by broken links of multi-

cast tree, since links of two nearly-disjoint trees fail nearly independent, resulting in

much better received video performance than that with ODMRP and MDC. By com-

paring ODMRP with MDC and ODMRP with SDC respectively, we conclude MDC

by itself could also reduce scattered packet loss caused by wireless channel error, or

packets collision, thus reducing both the ratio of bad frames and the number of bad

periods.
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We plot PSNR and loss traces of a randomly selected receiver using Parallel

MNTMR with MDC and ODMRP with SDC in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 respectively.

Every node moves randomly with a maximum speed 5.0 m/s. For MDC, it can be

seen in Figure 4.9(a) that PSNR drops gracefully, when there is packet loss only in one

substream. As seen in Figure 4.9, in Parallel MNTMR, most of the time, packet losses

of two substreams do not overlap, thus reducing both the number and the amount

of PSNR drops. The PSNR curve of ODMRP with SDC shown in Figure 4.10(a)

has more frequent and severe drops than that of Parallel MNTMR with MDC; this

is because PSNR drops for every packet drop in SDC video, and would drop severely

when there is a burst of packet loss. We also visually examine the reconstructed

video sequences under different schemes. For the video sequence obtained via Par-

allel MNTMR with MDC, we experience 6 short periods of distorted video in 900

seconds, while for the video sequence obtained via ODMRP with SDC, we experience

16 longer periods of more severely distorted video in the same time period.

Figure 4.11(a) shows the normalized control packets for the four schemes. Simula-

tion results show that the number of normalized control packets of Parallel MNTMR

is very similar to that of ODMRP, and is about 50 percent lower than that of Serial

MDTMR. In order to construct double disjoint trees, Serial MDTMR has to broadcast

JQ message twice in each routing cycle, while both Parallel MNTMR and ODMRP

only broadcast once. Let n and m denote the number of nodes and receivers respec-

tively, and k1 and k2 denote the number of middle nodes in tree-0 and tree-1 respec-

tively. The number of control messages in one JQ round of ODMRP, Parallel MNTMR

and Serial MDTMR are n+m+k1, n+(m+k1)+(m+k2), and 2n+(m+k1)+(m+k2)

respectively. In typical multicast scenarios, (m + ki) ¿ n, i = 0, 1, or else simple

broadcasting scheme is more efficient than multicasting. Thus we see that Parallel

MNTMR has approximately the same control overhead as ODMRP, and they both

have significantly lower overhead than Serial MDTMR.
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Figure 4.11(b) shows that the number of the normalized forwarded data packets

is almost the same for all four schemes with Parallel MNTMR being slightly worse.

This indicates that the performance gain of Parallel MNTMR and Serial MDTMR is

not at the expense of forwarding a packet more times than ODMRP, rather by the

combined effect of independent trees and MDC. Shown in Figure 4.12, the average

number of hops travelled by each packet using Parallel MNTMR is similar to Serial

MDTMR, and is only approximately four percent higher than that using ODMRP.

Figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) compare Serial MDTMR with MDC, Parallel MNTMR

with MDC, ODMRP with MDC and ODMRP with SDC as a function of cross traffic

level in the network. The maximum speed of each node is 5.0 m/s. There are four

UDP flows in the network, connecting randomly selected senders and receivers. Each

flow has the same rate, i.e. one fourth of the total flow rate. With the increase of cross

traffic rates, the possibility of packet drop due to collision and congestion increases,

thus both the ratio of bad frames and the number of bad periods of all four protocols

increase. As seen, the performance of Serial MDTMR and Parallel MNTMR with

MDC is better than ODMRP with MDC and ODMRP with SDC under varying cross

traffic levels. From simulation results shown in Figure 4.13, our schemes work well,

when the network is lightly loaded or medium loaded. When the network is heavily

loaded, none of existing protocols would work. In that scenario, we could potentially

combine our protocols with some multicast rate control schemes to reduce the network

load.

Figure 4.14 shows the comparison of four schemes as a function of the number

of receivers ranging from five to eighteen. Two multiple tree streaming schemes

outperform ODMRP with SDC and ODMRP with MDC for different number of

receivers.
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We also compare four schemes as a function of node density of the network, and

show the results in Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(b). We fix the size of the area to be 1000

× 1000 square meters, and vary the node density from 2.5 to 9.0 neighbors per node

by varying the number of nodes in the network. The maximum speed of each node is

5.0 m/s. As seen, the performance of two multiple tree streaming schemes outperform

that of ODMRP with SDC for all node densities. When the node density is smaller

than 6 neighbors per node, the performance of Parallel MNTMR with MDC and

Serial MDTMR with MDC improve with node density, since our proposed multiple

tree protocols build more disjoint trees with higher node density. However when the

node density is higher than 6 neighbors per node, the performance of two multiple

tree streaming schemes gets worse with higher node density, because of the increase in

routing overhead caused by larger number of nodes in the network. From Figure 4.16,

the control overhead of Serial MDTMR grows faster than that of Parallel MNTMR

with the increase of node density, which explains the reason that Parallel MNTMR

outperforms Serial MDTMR when node density is higher than 6 neighbors per node.

4.6.3 Simulation Results for Parallel MNTMR-LSO

To test Parallel MNTMR-LSO, we simulate a 50 node wireless ad hoc network

within a 800 × 800 square meter area. Low transmission power is 0.1154, which radio

range is 200 meters, and high transmission power is 0.2818, which radio range is 250

meters. All other settings are the same parameters described in Section 4.6.1.

We evaluate the performance of the multiple tree multicast communication with

Parallel MNTMR-LSO using the following metrics: the ratio of bad frames, the num-

ber of bad periods, normalized packet overhead, forwarding efficiency, average hops

of each packet, and tree similarity, which are defined in Section 4.6.1.

We compare the following two schemes:
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• Multiple tree multicast communication with Parallel MNTMR and MDC;

• Multiple tree multicast communication with Parallel MNTMR-LSO and MDC.

Figures 4.17(a) and 4.17(b) show the result of the ratio of bad frames and the

number of bad periods of the two schemes respectively. Over scenarios with maximum

speed lager than 2.5 m/s, both the ratio of bad frames and the number of bad periods

of multiple tree video multicast with Parallel MNTMR-LSO are around 10 to 20

percent lower than those of multicast with Parallel MNTMR. Shown in Figure 4.18,

the level of tree similarity is reduced almost 50 percent, which means the two trees

obtained by Parallel MNTMR-LSO is much more disjoint than those obtained by

Parallel MNTMR. This is the main reason the received video quality improves with

Parallel MNTMR-LSO.

Figure 4.19(a) shows the normalized control packets for the two schemes. The

number of normalized control packets of Parallel MNTMR-LSO is about 10 percent

higher than that of Parallel MNTMR, since Parallel MNTMR-LSO uses extra control

packets for the local subtree optimization. Also there are about 10 percent middle

nodes of tree-0 forward data packets with the high transmission power. This shows

that Parallel MNTMR-LSO improves the received video quality at the expense of

extra control overhead and interference comparing to Parallel MNTMR. Thus Parallel

MNTMR-LSO is more suitable for ad hoc networks with a low node density, for which

the Parallel MNTMR could not build two trees disjoint enough to satisfy the reliability

requirements of video multicast applications.

Figure 4.19(b) shows that the number of the normalized forwarded data packets is

almost the same for the two schemes with Parallel MNTMR-LSO being slightly worse.

Shown in Figure 4.20, the average number of hops travelled by each packet using

Parallel MNTMR-LSO is only approximately five percent shorter than that using

Parallel MNTMR. This indicates that the performance gain of Parallel MNTMR-
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LSO is mainly achieved by forwarding MDC packets over two trees more disjoint

than those obtained by Parallel MNTMR.

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we study the problem of real-time video multicast communication

over wireless ad hoc networks. We have proposed multiple tree video multicast with

MDC to provide robustness for video multicast applications. Specifically, we first

propose a simple distributed protocol, Serial MDTMR, which builds two disjoint trees

in a serial fashion. This scheme results in good tree connectivity while maintaining

disjointness of two trees. In order to reduce the routing overhead and construction

delay of Serial MDTMR, we further propose Parallel MNTMR, which constructs

two nearly disjoint trees simultaneously in a distributed way. Simulation shows that

video quality of multiple tree multicast video communication is significantly higher

than that of single tree multicast video communication, with similar routing overhead

and forwarding efficiency.

The Parallel MNTMR can not guarantee node disjointness between the obtained

trees, especially when node density of the network is low, which reduces the robustness

of video multicast applications. To alleviate this problem, we further propose a local

tree optimization process with varying transmission energy for Parallel MNTMR,

which reduces the number of shared nodes of two trees significantly and enhances the

received video quality with slightly larger routing overhead compared to the original

Parallel MNTMR.
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Figure 4.5. Double Nearly-Disjoint Tree Construction
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Figure 4.6. Demonstration of Parallel MNTMR-LSO scheme: (a)step 1; (b)step 2;
(c)step 3; (d)step 4; (e)step 5
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Figure 4.7. Performance evaluation for multiple tree video multicast Parallel
MNTMR, Serial MDTMR and ODMRP: (a) The ratio of bad frames; (b)The number
of bad periods.
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Figure 4.9. (a) PSNR of the received frames using Parallel MNTMR and MDC; (b)
Number of Frames that both descriptions are lost; (c) Lost packets per second for
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Figure 4.10. (a) PSNR of the received frames using ODMRP and SDC; (b) Lost
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Figure 4.11. Performance evaluation for multiple tree protocols Parallel MNTMR,
Serial MDTMR and ODMRP: (a) The normalized control packets; (b) The normalized
forwarded data packets.
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Figure 4.12. Performance evaluation for multiple tree protocols Parallel MNTMR,
Serial MDTMR and ODMRP: The averaged number of hops.
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Figure 4.13. Performance evaluation for multiple tree video multicast Parallel
MNTMR, Serial MDTMR and ODMRP with cross traffic: (a) The ratio of bad
frames; (b)The number of bad periods.
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Figure 4.14. Performance evaluation for multiple tree video multicast Parallel
MNTMR, Serial MDTMR and ODMRP with varying number of receivers: (a) The
ratio of bad frames; (b)The number of bad periods.
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Figure 4.15. Performance evaluation for multiple tree video multicast Parallel
MNTMR, Serial MDTMR and ODMRP with varying node density: (a) The ratio
of bad frames; (b)The number of bad periods.
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Figure 4.16. Performance evaluation for multiple tree protocols Parallel MNTMR,
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Figure 4.17. Performance evaluation for multiple tree video multicast with Parallel
MNTMR and Parallel MNTMR-LSO: (a) The ratio of bad frames; (b)The number of
bad periods.
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Figure 4.19. Performance evaluation for Parallel MNTMR and Parallel MNTMR-
LSO: (a) The normalized control packets; (b) The normalized forwarded data packets.
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Figure 4.20. Performance evaluation for Parallel MNTMR and Parallel MNTMR-
LSO: The averaged number of hops.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Future Work

5.1 Summary

In this dissertation, we have designed and developed a framework for multipath

unicast and multicast video streaming over wireless ad hoc networks. Transmitting

video streams through multiple paths combats unpredictable packet loss in wireless

ad hoc networks. Given multiple paths, a video stream can be divided into different

substreams and different substreams can be transmitted over different paths simulta-

neously. With careful design, each substream could experience relatively independent

packet loss. The receiver could still get acceptable video quality with part of video

packets received. Our proposed framework combines approaches from network rout-

ing protocols to video error control schemes in order to improve the quality of received

video.

In Chapter 2, we have presented the general architecture of multipath video

streaming over wireless ad hoc networks. There are four main components in the

architecture: a video encoder with error control, a traffic allocator, a multipath uni-

cast/multicast routing, and a rate control scheme. Within this framework, we pro-
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pose a protocol named RMPSR to support multipath streaming. RMPSR builds and

maintains multiple nearly disjoint route sets for video communication. RMPSR uses

alternative sub-routes of each route set to salvage packets dropped in the middle of the

network. We examine the performance of RMPSR through extensive NS simulations.

One main disadvantage of RMRSR is that it does not consider the interference

between node disjoint paths. In Chapter 3, we propose a multipath routing protocol,

which selects two node-disjoint paths with minimum concurrent packet drop proba-

bility of all path pairs. The proposed protocol both optimizes the worst case video

quality of MDC streaming and improves performance of video streaming with FEC.

We formulate the path selection problem as an optimization problem. We model the

effects of interference between different wireless links, and estimate the concurrent

packet drop probability of two node-disjoint paths, given an estimate of cross traffic

flows’ rates, and bit rate of the video flow. We show that the above optimization is

an NP-hard problem. Then we propose one heuristic interference aware multipath

routing protocol based on our path selection model. The proposed protocol obtains

a path with approximately minimum packet drop probability as the first path. After

updating all the link metrics, such as flow rate, of the network graph, the protocol

finds the path with approximately minimum packet drop probability based on the new

graph as the second path. The performance of the proposed scheme is shown to be

close to that of the ”optimal routing”, and much better than that of the node-disjoint

multipath routing and the shortest-widest routing through extensive NS simulations

and real experiments.

In Chapter 4, we study the problem of multicast streaming. We first show that

for a given level of tree connectivity, the difference between node density required for

single and double tree schemes is small. Thus building multiple trees does not increase

the cost of network deployment significantly. We then propose Serial MDTMR, which

constructs two disjoint multicast trees sequentially in a distributed way, to facilitate
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multiple tree video multicast. This scheme results in reasonable tree connectivity

while maintaining disjointness of two trees. However Serial MDTMR has a larger

routing overhead and construction delay than conventional single tree multicast rout-

ing protocols, as it constructs the trees in a sequential manner. To alleviate these

drawbacks, we further propose Parallel MNTMR in which nearly disjoint trees are

constructed in parallel, and in a distributed way. Using the Parallel MNTMR, each

receiver is able to always connect to two trees, regardless of the node density. Simula-

tions show that multiple tree video multicast with both Serial MDTMR and Parallel

MNTMR improve video quality significantly compared to single tree video multicast;

at the same time routing overhead and construction delay of Parallel MNTMR is

approximately the same as that of a single tree multicast protocol.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

5.2.1 Multipath Streaming over Multiple Channel Wireless

Ad Hoc Networks

Currently, we only select two paths with minimum concurrent packet drop proba-

bility in single channel wireless ad hoc networks. It would be interesting if we extend

our framework to multiple channel wireless ad hoc networks. Each node in a multiple

channel wireless ad hoc network is equipped with multiple 802.11 Network Interface

Cards (NICs), each of which is tuned to a different non-overlapping radio channel.

The NICs can be the same type, e.g. all 802.11g cards or all 802.11a cards, or different

types, e.g. some 802.11g cards and some 802.11a cards. 802.11g and 802.11a have 3

and 8 non-overlapping channels respectively. For direct communication, two nodes

need to have a common channel assigned to their interfaces and be within communi-

cation range of each other. Two links interfere with each other, if they use the same
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channel and are within the interference range of each other. Two links using different

channels can transmit packets simultaneously without interference.

Multiple channel wireless ad hoc networks have higher throughput compared to

single channel wireless ad hoc networks. Packet drop over two links with differ-

ent channels are independent, which suggests that multipath streaming in multiple

channel wireless ad hoc networks can improve the performance more compared to

multipath streaming in single channel wireless ad hoc networks.

The path selection problem in a multiple channel wireless ad hoc network is similar

to that of a single channel wireless ad hoc network, except we need to redefine the

condition under which two links interfere with each other. We use a triplet (ni, nj; k1)

to represent a link in multiple channel wireless ad hoc networks, where ni, nj and k1

are the source node, destination node and channel number of the link respectively.

Definition 5.1: Two links (ni, nj; k1) and (nx, ny; k2) interfere with each other,

if

• k1 = k2;

• dix ≤ ω or diy ≤ ω or djx ≤ ω or djy ≤ ω, where ω is the interference range.

The extension of the Optimal Multipath Selection Problem in a single channel

wireless ad hoc network to a multiple channel wireless ad hoc network is straightfor-

ward. PDP of two paths can be computed by Equations (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.14),

except a link’s interfering link set is determined by Definition 5.1. Then OMR can be

extended to a multiple channel wireless ad hoc network by enumerating all possible

pairs of node-disjoint paths from a source NS to a destination ND, and choosing the

best one based on PDP.

Compared to single channel wireless ad hoc networks, the search space of multiple

channel wireless ad hoc networks has one more degree of freedom, i.e. channels.
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Thus the OMR in multiple channel wireless ad hoc networks is significantly more

complicated than that in single channel wireless ad hoc networks.

We propose Multiple Channel IWM (MC-IWM) for multiple channel wireless ad

hoc networks. We apply a centralized approach. We assume that flow rate and

packet loss probability of broadcast packets of each link, are distributed over the

whole network periodically. Thus the sender knows both the topology of the network

and characteristics of each link. In this case, the sender is able to compute the PDP

given any two paths in the network. The basic idea behind MC-IWM is to select two

paths which share as little common channels and nodes as possible and each path has

a small PDP.

The optimization of finding the first path is formulated as follows.

Minimize
xij

∑

lij∈E

xijPdrop(lij) + ch ecost

such that the constraint in Equation (3.1) is satisfied. Pdrop(lij) as defined by Equa-

tion (3.6) denotes the PDP over link lij. Pdrop(lij) is estimated through the procedure

described in Section 3.1.6. ch ecost = max(0, nc1 − Nc1) × a1 is a penalty factor for

using extra channels, where nc1 is the number of channels used by the first path and

Nc1 is an offset. There is a trade off between the PDP and channel independence

between two paths. If the first path uses more channels, generally the available band-

width increases, thus reducing the PDP. However the second path has less number

of unused channels to select, raising the probability it shares some channel with the

first path. Thus the first path should neither use too few channels, causing a high

PDP, nor too many channels, losing channel independence with the second path. We

need to study how to set parameter a1 to reach a good trade off for different network

scenarios. We obtain the first path by solving the above OSPF-like Weighted Path

Cost routing problem using the Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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Given the first path, for computing the second path, we define a link cost as

follows:

Cmn = Pdrop(lmn) + nd cost + Int cost (5.1)

where

nd cost =





b1 À 1 destination node of link lmn in path 1

0 otherwise

is a penalty factor to maintain the node-disjointness between two paths.

Int cost =





b2 À 1 the channel used by link lmn is also used by path 1

0 otherwise

is a penalty factor to maintain channel independence between two paths.

The optimization problem to find the second path is formulated as follows:

Minimize
ymn

∑

lmn∈E

ymnCmn

such that the constraints in Equation (3.2) are satisfied. We also apply the Dijkstra’s

algorithm to solve this optimization problem.

In practice, there are a few difficulties of implementing MC-IWM in an actual

multiple channel wireless ad hoc network.

• Case 1: A node’s NICs are with the same type, i.e. all 802.11a or all 802.11g.

In this case, two NICs interfere with each other even if they are assigned to non-

overlapping channels[13]. This may be caused by the proximity of two NICs.

We need to study how to overcome this when implementing MC-IWM.

• Case 2: A node’s NICs are with different types, i.e. some 802.11a and some

802.11g. Since in ad hoc mode, a 802.11a NIC has much larger bandwidth than

a 802.11g NIC, the MC-IWM will select channels with 802.11a for path 1 and

channels with 802.11g for path 2, causing very unbalanced paths. We need to

improve and test MC-IWM to address this issue in practice.
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5.2.2 Multipath Streaming over Wireless Ad Hoc Networks

with Advanced Technologies

Optimum path selection problem in wireless ad hoc networks with other advanced

techniques, such as directional antennas, multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems

(802.11n), is another interesting research topic.

A directional antenna is an antenna which transmits or receives maximum power

in a particular direction. Directional antennas have a number of advantages over om-

nidirectional antennas in ad hoc networking. By focusing energy only in the intended

direction, directional antennas can increase the potential for spatial reuse and provide

longer transmission range for the same amount of power, which increases capacity of

an ad hoc network. In order to fully utilize the potential of directional antenna,

MAC layer and routing protocols of ad hoc networks need to redesigned. It would

be interesting to see how to modify these protocols in order to better support video

applications.

The incoming standard 802.11n builds upon MIMO technique, which uses multiple

transmitter and receiver antennas to allow for increased data throughput through

spatial multiplexing and increased range by exploiting the spatial diversity. It is

claimed that the throughput of 802.11n can be up to 600 Mbps. 802.11n might be

the future of Wi-Fi, so it is important to study video streaming, possibly multipath

streaming, in this kind of networks.

Video streaming over heterogeneous wireless multi-hop networks is another inter-

esting research problem. In a heterogeneous wireless multi-hop network, devices apply

different wireless techniques, thus having drastically different bandwidth, transmis-

sion range, power usage, and et al. It is very possible, in one wireless network, different

wireless techniques, such as WiMax, Wi-Fi (802.11 series), and Ultra-Wideband net-
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work (UWN), coexist with each other. For example, in a multi-hop wireless network

covering the entire Bay Area, computers in the city, such as San Francisco, connect

with each other using Wi-Fi; computers in the suburbs are connected using WiMax;

computers or PDAs connect with the display device through UWN. A video program

streamed from a server in SF to a client in Berkeley, is first transmitted using Wi-Fi,

then WiMax, and finally UWN. How to optimize the experience of video applica-

tions in these heterogeneous wireless multi-hop networks is an interesting problem to

explore.

5.2.3 Scalability Issue in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks

MAC layer design for wireless mesh networks is an important research area. The

MAC protocol has to be distributed, cooperative, taking into account multi-hop com-

munication and mobility. To the best of my knowledge, the scalability issue of multi-

hop wireless networks has not been fully solved yet, i.e. with the increase of the

size of the network, the end-to-end throughput drops drastically. How to fundamen-

tally improve the scalability of IEEE 802.11 MAC, i.e. CSMA/CA, is a challenging

task. Besides CSMA/CA, distributed schemes based on TDMA or CDMA might be

promising to improve throughput and scalability of wireless mesh networks. MAC

protocol design for multi-channel wireless mesh networks are also interesting research

problems. In order to support multimedia communication better, the development of

MAC protocols with multiple QoS metrics such as packet loss rate, delay, and delay

jitter is an important topic.

It has been many years since the development of wireless ad hoc networks, wireless

sensor networks and wireless mesh networks. However the deployment of these kinds

of wireless networks is slow in practice. One important reason is lack of killer appli-

cations for mass users. Until recently, the driving application was instant deployment
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in an unfriendly, remote infrastructure-less area, such as battle field, Mars explo-

ration, disaster recovery and et al. Thus finding, designing and deploying interesting

applications is also an interesting and important problem.
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Appendix A

Proofs for Chapter 3

This appendix contains the proofs for Chapter 3.

A.1 Proof of Claim 3.1 in Section 3.1.2: The NP-

hardness of the Optimal Path Selection Prob-

lem

Claim 3.1:The optimal multipath selection over wireless ad hoc networks defined

by Equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) is NP-hard.

Let Ai denote the event that P i
S,D does not drop packets, for i = 1, 2, and Lij

denote the event that link (i, j) does not drop packets.

Pdrop(P 1
S,D; P 2

S,D) = P (A1

⋃
A2)

= P ((
⋂

(i,j)∈L1
S,D

Lij)
⋃

(
⋂

(m,n)∈L2
S,D

Lmn))

= P (
⋃

(i,j)∈L1
S,D,(m,n)∈L2

S,D

(Lij

⋂
Lmn)) (A.1)

By assuming that the packets drop probability of each link is small, we can ap-
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proximate Pdrop(P 1
S,D; P 2

S,D) as follows:

Pdrop(P 1
S,D; P 2

S,D) ≈
∑

(i,j)∈L1
S,D

∑

(m,n)∈L2
S,D

P (Lij, Lmn) (A.2)

The simplified optimization problem, which uses Equation (A.2) as its metrics

and keeps all the constraints of the original optimization problem in Equations (1-3),

has been shown to be an Integer Quadratic Programming problem [46][98], which is

a known NP-hard problem as proved in [99].
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Appendix B

Proofs for Chapter 4

This appendix contains all the proofs for Chapter 4.

B.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.2.2: The

form of tree connectivity level for a single tree

scheme

Theorem 4.1: The tree connectivity level for a single tree scheme is given by

P1 ≈ θ2
1 (B.1)

where θ1 denotes the fraction of nodes belonging to the super-cluster in the single

tree case.

We use S to denote the sender, Ri to denote Receiver i, i = 1, . . . , m, X(S)

to denote the number of nodes of the cluster to which the sender belongs, and H

to denote the set of nodes of the infinite super-cluster. By the definition of tree
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connectivity level, we get:

P1 = E[
N

m
]

where N denotes the number of receivers connecting to the tree, and M = m for

single tree schemes. By the property of conditional expectation, we further get

P1 =
1

m
{θ1 × E(N |S ∈ H) + (1− θ1)× E(N |S /∈ H)} (B.2)

where θ1 denotes the fraction of nodes belonging to the super-cluster in the single

tree case. Under the assumption of a dense ad hoc network, it has been shown that

θ1 ≈ 1− exp(−πD1r
2) [93], where D1 is node density of the network.

Using the definition of N =
∑m

i=1 ni, we get:

E(N |S ∈ H) = E(
m∑

i=1

ni|S ∈ H)

= mθ1 (B.3)

We now show that E[N |S /∈ H] → 0 as n → ∞. Using the definition of conditional

expectation, we get:

E(N |S /∈ H) =
m∑

i=1

iP (N = i|S /∈ H) (B.4)

Besides the infinite size supercluster H, there are infinite number of finite size

small clusters in the network. Let k denote the number of nodes of the largest finite

cluster, and X(S) denote the number of nodes of the cluster C(S) to which the sender

S belongs. Note that when X(S) ≤ i, at most there are i− 1 receivers belonging to

C(S), thus P (N = i|S /∈ H, X(S) ≤ i) = 0. Then Equation (B.4) can be further

expressed as

E(N |S /∈ H) =
m∑

i=1

{i
k∑

j=i+1

[P (N = i|S /∈ H, X(S) = j) · P (X(S) = j)]} (B.5)
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Also from [93], and the fact that k ¿ D1, we have

P (X(S) = j) = exp [−4πr2D1 + (j − 1) ln(
D1

j − 1
)]

< exp [−4πr2D1 + (k − 1) ln(
D1

k − 1
)]

= P (X(S) = k) (B.6)

Taking into account Equation (B.6), Equation (B.5) can be simplified as

E(N |S /∈ H) <

m∑
i=1

[i
k∑

j=i+1

P (N = i|S /∈ H, X(S) = j)] · P (X(S) = k) (B.7)

It is easy to show that

P (N = 1|S /∈ H,X(S) = j) ≈ m(j − 1)

n
(B.8)

and

2P (N = 2|S /∈ H, X(S) = j) ≈ m(m− 1)(j − 1)2

n2
(B.9)

given that j ≤ k ¿ n. By assumption 3, m ¿ n, and comparing the right hand side

of Equations (B.8) and (B.9), we get:

2P (N = 2|S /∈ H,X(S) = j) ¿ P (N = 1|S /∈ H,X(S) = j) (B.10)

From (B.10) and by induction, we get:

(i + 1)
k∑

j=i+2

P (N = i + 1|S /∈ H,X(S) = j) ¿ i

k∑
j=i+1

P (N = i|S /∈ H, X(S) = j)

(B.11)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , m− 1.

Considering Equation (B.11) and (B.7), we get:

E(N |S /∈ H) < m

k∑
j=2

P (N = 1|S /∈ H, X(S) = j) · P (X(S) = k)

Substituting Equation (B.8), we get:

E(N |S /∈ H) < m

k∑
j=2

m(j − 1)

n
· P (X(S) = k) (B.12)
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By assumption, m ¿ n and k ¿ n, and D1 →∞ in order to keep connectivity as

n → ∞ [88]. Therefore, using Equation (B.6), we conclude that P (X(S) = k) → 0

as D1 →∞. From Equation (B.12), we obtain

E(N |S /∈ H) → 0 (B.13)

as n →∞.

By the dense network assumption, θ1 ≈ 1. Taking into account Equations (B.2),

(B.3), and (B.13), we get:

P1 ≈ θ2
1 (B.14)

¥

B.2 Proof of Claim 4.1 in Section 4.2.3

Claim 4.1 : Define receiver sets A = {R : Ne(R) ≥ 2, R ∈ H} and B = {R : R ∈
H ′}, where Ne(R) denotes the number of receiver R’s neighbors, H and H ′ denote

the connected infinite supercluster and the one after removing all the middle nodes

of the first tree respectively. Then there exists at least one tree scheme that makes

A ≈ B.

It is easy to show that B ⊆ A. We only need to show that A ⊆ B approximately.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the sender belongs to set H ′ and is well

connected. A well connected node has so many neighbors that losing a few of them

does not affect its connectivity status. If not, we can select a well connected node

belonging to set H ′, and build a core based tree[100].

We construct the first tree in such a way that each receiver belonging to set A

is only a leaf node, which means that each receiver only connects to one neighbor

in the first tree. We define K = { middle nodes of the first tree } Now we want to
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show there is only approximately one neighbor of each receiver belonging to set K.

We pick an arbitrary receiver R belonging to set A. By assumption 3 in Chapter 4,

the distribution of receivers is scattered, so quite likely there are no other receivers,

which are in the two-hop neighborhood of receiver R. Thus quite likely receiver R

does not share any neighbors with other receivers, and hence there is approximately

only one neighbor of receiver R belonging to K. Thus after removing all the middle

nodes of the first tree, receiver R still has at least one neighbor left. It has been

shown in [89] that for high density networks, the number of independent paths from

receiver R to the sender is equal to Ne(R). Thus receiver R still has at least one path

connecting to the sender, which belongs to set H ′. Therefore R ∈ H ′ approximately.

Thus A ≈ B. ¥

B.3 Proof of Theorem 4.2 in Section 4.2.3: The

relation between node densities required for

single and double tree schemes

Theorem 4.2: Consider an infinite wireless network, with nodes assumed to be

distributed according to two-dimensional poisson process. Let D1 denote the required

node density to achieve a given tree connectivity level, P , in a single tree case. If

D1 > λc, there exists at least one double disjoint tree whose required node density

D2 to achieve P satisfies

D2 − ln(πD2r
2 + 1)

πr2
≤ D1 ≤ D2 (B.15)

where r is the radio link range.

We use S to denote the sender, Ri to denote Receiver i, i = 1, . . . , m, m and n

to denote the number of receivers and nodes respectively, and H and H ′ to denote
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the connected infinite supercluster and the one after removing all the middle nodes

of the first tree respectively. From Equation (4.1), tree connectivity of a double tree

scheme is expressed as P2 = E[ N
2m

], where N =
m∑

i=1

ni, with ni denoting the number

of disjoint trees that receiver i connects to. We define N1 and N2 as the number of

receivers which belong to H and H ′ respectively. The fraction of nodes belonging to

H is θ2 ≈ 1− exp(−πD2r
2) [93].

By the definition of N1 and N2,

N = N1 × 1(S ∈ H) + N2 × 1(S ∈ H ′) (B.16)

Similar to Equation (B.3) in Appendix B.1,

E[N1 × 1(S ∈ H)] = mθ2
2 (B.17)

We also have

E[N2 × 1(S ∈ H ′)] = E[1(S ∈ H ′)]E[
m∑

i=1

1(Ri ∈ H ′)] (B.18)

Since S, R1, . . . Rm are independent identically distributed, P (S ∈ H ′) = P (Ri ∈
H ′), i = 1, . . . m. We denote this probability as P (R ∈ H ′), and simplify Equation

(B.18) as

E[N2 × 1(S ∈ H ′)] = mP (S ∈ H ′)P (R ∈ H ′)

= mP 2(R ∈ H ′) (B.19)

From Claim 4.1, we get:

P (R ∈ H ′) ≈ P (Ne(R) ≥ 2, R ∈ H)

= P (Ne(R) ≥ 2)− P (Ne(R) ≥ 2, R /∈ H) (B.20)

From the definition of point poisson process, we have

P (Ne(R) = 0) = exp(−πD2r
2) (B.21)
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P (Ne(R) = 1) = πD2r
2 exp(−πD2r

2) (B.22)

Thus,

P (Ne(R) ≥ 2) = 1− P (Ne(R) = 0)− P (Ne(R) = 1)

= 1− exp(−πD2r
2)− πD2r

2 exp(−πD2r
2) (B.23)

Also,

P (Ne(R) ≥ 2, R /∈ H) = P (Ne(R) ≥ 2|R /∈ H) · P (R /∈ H)

= P (Ne(R) ≥ 2|R /∈ H) · exp(−πD2r
2)

¿ exp(−πD2r
2) (B.24)

The last inequality holds because in a high density network, when a node does not

belong to the super-cluster, very likely it is isolated, i.e. has no neighbors [93].

Substituting (B.23) and (B.24) into (B.20), we get:

P (R ∈ H ′) ≈ 1− πD2r
2 exp(−πD2r

2)− exp(−πD2r
2) (B.25)

And from (B.16), (B.17), and (B.19), we get:

P2 = E[
N

2m
]

=
θ2
2

2
+

P 2(R ∈ H ′)
2

≥ P 2(R ∈ H ′) (B.26)

Letting P1 = P2, and using Equation (B.1), we get P1 = θ2
1 = P2 ≥ P 2(R ∈ H ′).

Substituting Equation (B.25) for P (R ∈ H ′), we get:

(πD2r
2 + 1) exp(−πD2r

2) ≥ exp(−πD1r
2) (B.27)

Therefore,

D2 − ln(πD2r
2 + 1)

πr2
≤ D1 ≤ D2 (B.28)

¥
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B.4 Proof of Claim 4.2 in Section 4.4.4

Claim 4.2: Given any two nodes Na and Nb, which are middle nodes for tree-0

and tree-1 respectively, let JQa and JQb denote node sets of last hops of JQ messages

stored in the JQ Message Caches of nodes Na and Nb respectively. We sort nodes in

JQa and JQb according to the arrival time of corresponding JQ messages. Let nodes

Nc and Nd denote upstream nodes obtained by the Parallel MNTMR of nodes Na

and Nb respectively. We have Nc 6= Nd, if the first two nodes of JQa and JQb are the

same.

We prove the claim through enumerating all possible scenarios. We list all the

scenarios in Table B.1.

Table B.1. All scenarios of Claim 4.2
Scenario Number Types of Nodes in JQa Types of Nodes in JQb

1 All group-0 nodes All group-0 nodes
2 All group-0 nodes Both group-0 and group-1 nodes
3 All group-1 nodes All group-1 nodes
4 All group-1 nodes Both group-0 and group-1 nodes
5 Both group-0 and group-1 nodes All group-0 nodes
6 Both group-0 and group-1 nodes All group-1 nodes
7 Both group-0 and group-1 nodes Both group-0 and group-1 nodes

Let message sets JQMa and JQMb denote JQ Message Caches of nodes Na and

Nb respectively. In scenarios 2, 6 and 7, according to the upstream node selection

rule, Nc is the last hop of the first received group-0 JQ message in JQMa, and Nd is

the last hop of the first received group-1 JQ message in JQMb. Therefore Nc 6= Nd.

In scenario 1, using the upstream node selection rule, Nc is the last hop of the first

received group-0 JQ message, which is also the first received JQ message in JQMa.

Nd is the last hop of the second received JQ message in JQMb. Since the first two

JQ messages of JQMa and JQMb are the same, Nc 6= Nd. Similarly in scenario 3, we

arrive at the same conclusion.
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In scenario 4, Nc is the last hop of the second received JQ message. Since the

first two JQ messages of JQMa and JQMb are the same, the first two JQ messages

of JQMb are group-1 JQ messages. Thus Nd is the last hop of the first group-1 JQ

message, which is also the first JQ message. Therefore Nc 6= Nd. We could arrive at

the same conclusion in scenario 5 in a similar fashion.

Therefore for all seven possible scenarios, Nc 6= Nd. ¥
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